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Portable electronic products such as mobile phones are prone to being bent when 
dropped during usage. This not only causes cracks and opening of the product 
housings, but also electrical failure arising from cracks in the circuit boards as well as 
electronic components and solder interconnections. 
 
Here, we investigated the mechanical responses of electronic packaging assemblies (or 
board assemblies) in terms of static and dynamic bending. Three- and four-point bend 
tests, as well as dynamic drop tests were performed on different board assemblies to 
evaluate how the board responses affect the integrity of solder interconnections.  
 
Package strains were examined and correlated with PCB strains at the reverse side of 
board assembly to understand how the degree of differential flexing varies with board 
location. Differential flexing is identified to be most severe at the corner of the 
package, which is the primary reason that the interconnections in this region are 
critical and the first to fail. Static bend tests were also performed on board assemblies 
with different PCB thicknesses to evaluate the effects of component dimensions on 
mechanical responses. 
 
In addition, an in-depth finite element parametric study of static three-point bend tests 
and dynamic board-level drop tests was undertaken to examine the static and dynamic 
behaviours of solder interconnections. Interfacial PCB strain at the interconnection-
PCB interface is observed to have a strong relationship with the solder interconnection 
stresses induced under static and dynamic loading. Although the boundary and loading 






similarities in simulated board responses are observed. Variation in the material and 
dimensional parameters of the board assembly also generates somewhat similar 
changes in the board responses. These simulated board responses helped to identify the 
critical solder interconnections and explain the failure modes of these interconnections 
when subjected to mechanical loading. 
 
Design optimization of electronic packaging assemblies is possible based on an 
understanding of the relationship among quantities such as board flexural strength, 
interconnection stress, dynamic board deflection and dimensional and material 
parameters. Examples of proposed design guidelines include the reduction of package 
thickness and material modulus of solder interconnections. 
 
Based on experimental results, simulated board responses and parametric studies of 
static and dynamic loading, this investigation yielded insights into the physics and 
mechanics of failure in electronic components and solder interconnections. 
Consequently, design optimization of electronic packaging assemblies can be 
established to improve the physical robustness of portable electronic products against 























1.1 Background and Motivation for Research 
 
Arising from the increasing popularity of portable electronic products such as mobile 
phones, portable digital assistants and MP3 players, there is a need to design these 
handheld applications to withstand being bent and dropped during their useful life. As 
these portable products become thinner in profile, the trend is to integrate the internal 
components with the main mounting printed circuit board (PCB). Pressure from a 
user’s finger is transmitted directly to the PCB, with little buffer. Under such 
conditions, a relatively unbalanced, random-frequency force is transmitted to the PCB 
at varying locations, generating deflections and bending stress within the entire 
electronic packaging assembly.  
 
In addition, these portable products are also prone to accidental drops. The mechanical 
shock generated from a drop is transmitted to the PCB and its mounted electronic 
packages. Studies on various portable products [21-22] have shown that the electronic 
packaging assembly within the product housing will experience significant flexing, 
which is a major cause of interconnection failures. 
 
To evaluate the mechanical performance of electronic packaging assemblies (or board 
assemblies), static bend tests and board-level drop tests are performed. Quantitative 
analysis of the resulting board deformation is directed at longitudinal strains induced in 
the PCB surface at critical locations. The electronic package is intuitively assumed to 






flexural behaviour of the electronic package has not been comprehensively studied so 
far.  
 
Since the boundary and loading conditions for static bend tests and drop impact tests 
are generally different, it is difficult to associate and quantify the performance in both 
tests and the respective mechanical responses collectively. Although significant 
progress has been made in finite element simulation of static bend tests and drop 
impact tests, there are still very few reports on parametric investigations into 
mechanical responses. 
 
Presently, there is a fundamental need to understand the physics and predict board 
assembly failures under static and dynamic loading environments. In addition, 
extensive parametric studies on the structural and material parameters of assembly 






The objectives of this investigation are: 
 
• To conduct experimental study on the static and dynamic flexural behaviour of 
an electronic package relative to that of the PCB it is mounted on. 
 
• To develop well-validated finite element models for parametric study on both 









1.3 Scope of Thesis 
 
Chapter 2 presents an overview of past research in evaluating the mechanical 
performance of various electronic packages and board assemblies. The review is 
categorized into static bend tests and dynamic drop tests.  
 
Chapter 3 introduces the experimental arrangement and instrumentation used in static 
bend tests and dynamic drop tests in the present study. Test specimens comprising 
Land Grid Array (LGA) and Thin-profile Fine-pitch Ball Grid Array (TFBGA) 
electronic packages are also presented. 
 
Chapter 4 presents the static bend test results for LGA and TFBGA test boards. 
Package strains are used to explain the flexural behaviour of the board assembly prior 
to failure. An analytical approach is used to account for the strain responses of TFBGA 
test boards with different PCB thicknesses. 
 
Chapter 5 describes the experimental board responses of LGA test boards subjected to 
board-level drop impact tests. In-situ resistance monitoring of interconnections are 
correlated with dynamic strains to offer explanations for critical loading condition. 
 
Chapter 6 illustrates the finite element (FE) methodology to model static three-point 
bend tests and dynamic drop tests. Experimental responses are correlated with the 








Chapter 7 presents simulated board responses to static and dynamic tests in terms of 
longitudinal strain and interconnection stress distributions. From the predicted 
stress/strain contour plots, critical locations in the board assembly are identified. 
Similarities between static and dynamic board responses are also highlighted. 
 
Chapter 8 details a parametric study of structural and material parameters of the board 
assembly under static three-point bending. Board design guidelines are drawn from the 
static responses observed. 
 
Chapter 9 explores the influences of material and structural parameters of the board 
assembly with regard to the response to dynamic drop tests. Based on the study of 
parameters governing static and dynamic loading, differences between these loading 
conditions are highlighted. 
 
Finally, Chapter 10 draws conclusions from the experimental findings, finite element 

























This chapter gives an overview of research done on static bending and drop impact of 
electronic board assemblies. Experimental investigations and finite element (FE) 




2.1 Static Bend Tests  
 
Typical handheld products such as mobile phones can experience several cycles of            
flexing during normal use. It is therefore imperative to evaluate whether solder 
interconnections within them can withstand the mechanical stresses induced in the 
PCBs when the keypad is pressed, etc. Common experimental approaches to assess the 
mechanical performance of board assemblies are static three-point and four-point bend 
tests. A three-point bend test is ideal to develop reliability models because multiple 
electronic packages can be tested during a single experiment. Such a reliability model 
can be used to predict the performance of packages in actual products for a range of 
loading conditions that induce curvature in a PCB. The four-point bend test is a good 




Yasuhisa et al. [1] performed repetitive bend tests, key-press tests, and drop impact 
tests by incorporating a strain measurement system to mechanical stress testing. By 






of electronic packages with respect to mechanical stress can be evaluated 
quantitatively. From the measured strain profiles in key-press tests on a mobile phone, 
the characteristics of the mechanical responses of the PCB to the applied load can be 
obtained and used with regard to product improvement. Patwardhan et al. [2] discussed 
the results of extensive three-point flexural testing done to understand the effect of 
flexural testing on wafer level components mounted on a PCB. It was recommended 
that the region immediately around the area of maximum deflection should be avoided 
when placing very small wafer level devices during design and layout of the PCB. This 
will enhance the life span usage of the devices in question. 
 
Seah et al. [3] presented a study on microvia failure caused by mechanical flexing of a 
PCB assembly. From the samples tested, failure was found to occur as a result of 
delamination of microvia joints from the PCB core. Electrical failure did not 
necessarily occur at interconnections near the corner. An analysis of the load-
deflection curves together with FE modeling was used to further understand failure. 
Delamination of copper layers and microvias within a PCB core will result in a drop in 
the effective stiffness of the board assembly, which causes a sudden change in the 
gradient of the load-deflection curves. 
 
Shetty et al. [4] demonstrated the application of three-point and four-point bend tests 
for evaluating the reliability of chip-scale packages that are forced to assume a 
curvature. A total of 63 packages were mounted on double-sided PCBs and subjected 
to half-cycle three-point bending fatigue tests. During cyclic bending, packages 
mounted on the board with a negative curvature survive longer than those on the side 






interconnections of components on the side experiencing negative curvature have the 
same strain energy density and von Mises stress as that of the interconnections on the 
side with positive curvature. However, the maximum principal stress is lower for the 
critical interconnection on the side with negative curvature than the respective 
interconnection on the side with positive curvature. In another FE analysis of four-
point bending, the von Mises stress contour in the interconnection appears to be very 
similar in all packages on the board; hence, this test method is suitable for testing a 
large number of identical components at a predefined load level. 
 
A study into the effects of static bending modes was performed by Hsieh et al. [5]. 
From a flexure experiment and a series of finite element models, it was shown that the 
point at which interconnections fail is associated with the mode in which the board was 
deformed. The maximum principal strain is very sensitive to the mode of bending. 
Both experimentation and finite element models show that a simple bending mode in 
which the board has significant curvature in only one direction (e.g. four-point bending) 
is more benign than a mode in which the board has significant curvature in two 
orthogonal directions (e.g. twisting and a spherical mode). More complicated bend 
modes during manufacturing can potentially lead to component failure at a strain level 
below one deemed acceptable based on four-point bend tests. In addition, it was found 
that a strain gauge mounted near the corner of the substrate can be very useful for 
identifying the onset of failures. 
 
The level of flexural strain in a board to induce bump or interconnection failure varies 
widely with package type. This is because of interaction among numerous variables 






effort to determine quantitatively the impact of each of these individual variables, 
numerous design optimization studies were conducted by Chengalva et al. [5]. A 
thinner die flexes more than a thicker one, resulting in lower stresses for the same 
applied board flexure at the interconnections. Simulation results indicate that 
interconnections with a smaller stand-off height are more vulnerable to board flexure. 
Smaller interconnections also result in weaker board assemblies. The addition of a 
cluster of interconnections at the package centre decreases the strain at failure. A 
uniformly-distributed interconnection pattern produces only in a marginal 
improvement. However, either a corner cluster pattern or a double row of perimeter 
interconnections will cause a significant increase in the board strain required to bring 
about interconnection failure. 
 
In an experimental parametric investigation carried out by Wu et al. [6], the effects of 
interconnection size, substrate/PCB thickness etc on the cyclic bending fatigue life of 
solder interconnections were examined. A thicker PCB degrades interconnection 
fatigue life by about 20% because packages on a thicker PCB are subjected to higher 
stress due to the increased bending rigidity of test vehicles, i.e. a larger bending 
moment is needed to induce the same deflection in a thicker board. In another study 
involving interconnection size or stand-off in a package, cumulative failure plots 
indicate that bigger interconnections have a better fatigue life. 
 
Harada et al. [7] established the four-point bending test for verification of 
interconnection reliability on FC-BGA packages. In this study, the occurrence of 
interconnection failure was dependent on the loading speed (strain rate), whereby the 






highlighted that interconnection failure is dependent on strain rate, demonstrating that 
interconnections fail at smaller board deflections under high strain rates.  
 
 
2.2 Dynamic Drop Tests 
 
The reliability of portable electronic products subjected to drop impact has become a 
major concern. During a drop impact, the board assembly within the phone casing 
experiences rapid flexural motion. This dynamic bending of the board assembly puts 
solder interconnections under severe stresses, which ultimately results in 
interconnection failures. This concern has prompted industry to evaluate the drop 
performance of electronic packages mounted on printed circuit boards using board-
level drop tests.  
 
The board-level test is conducted by imposing known input forces (accelerations) to 
the board. If specified inputs are applied consistently to a given board configuration, 
the drop performance of a particular electronic package can be compared with another 
package. Based on this concept, a board-level drop test method was recently 
standardized through JEDEC [10] to compare the mechanical performance of board 
assemblies under dynamic loading. The primary objective of this method is to 
minimize the variations introduced by board design, construction and material, as well 
as test conditions. If a difference in drop performance arises for two different packages, 







Wong et al. [12] addressed the mechanics of board-level tests with the intention of 
providing the fundamental understanding required to design and analyse the results of 
a drop test. Differential flexing was identified as the dominant failure driver for 
components mounted near the centre of the PCB. Differential flexing refers to relative 
motion between the package and PCB due to the difference in their bending stiffnesses. 
Consequently, this relative motion results in stresses at the interconnections. The 
outermost interconnection of the package is most vulnerable under this failure driver. 
The critical peeling stress or z-component stress has been found to increase with 
increasing drop height, drop platen thickness, PCB length, package stiffness and 
package size; it decreases with increasing solder bump height, solder bump size and 
solder bump number. There is a strong relationship between peeling stress and PCB 
thickness, whereby a thinner PCB with lower flexural stiffness is more prone to kink 
(deform) locally near the critical interconnections, thus reducing the interconnection 
strain. 
 
The drop impact reliability of leaded and lead-free solder electronic packages has been 
assessed by Desmond et al. [11]. Under high strain rate conditions, brittle fracture is 
promoted through the suppression of plastic deformation. Brittle fracture occurs 
readily in the intermetallic compound layer instead of ductile failure in the solder 
interconnection. The type of surface finish has a significant effect on interconnection 
reliability because different intermetallic layers would have formed at the 
interconnection interfaces. It has been observed that interconnections fail in the brittle 
Cu-Ni-Sn intermetallic layer, whereas a Cu6Sn5 intermetallic layer is more impact 






shock pulses. Small and light packages are found to be the most resistant against drop 
impact damage because of smaller inertial forces induced. 
 
Inertial stresses due to the acceleration of the package and its solder interconnections 
can be computed simply using D’Alembert’s Principle. Wong et al. [13] pointed out 
that the maximum axial stress in the interconnections due to applied board bending is 
two orders of magnitude higher than that due to acceleration. This suggests the 
negligible effect of inertia loading on the interconnections 
 
Tee et al. [14] demonstrated that the drop impact process can be simulated using 
dynamic finite element (FE) modelling corresponding to a free-fall or acceleration at a 
fixed end (Input-G method). The free-fall method simulates the actual drop testing 
process, whereby the packages mounted on the test board are connected to a drop 
block with screws and the assembly is dropped from a certain drop height onto a 
contact surface. As for the Input-G method, the impact pulse or input acceleration is 
assigned to the connectors of the PCB sub-assembly directly as a PCB boundary 
condition. A comparison of both modeling approaches shows that the Input-G method 
is more accurate and four times faster than the free-fall method. It also bypasses many 
technical difficulties in simulating the conventional free-fall method, such as adjusting 
the contact surface parameters, defining contact type, etc. 
 
A novel mechanical shock test method was developed by Reiff et al. [15], in which a 
four-point dynamic bend test was used to evaluate lead-free Ball Grid Array (BGA) 
solder joint reliability. Packages with eutectic (SnPb) interconnections performed 






the average PCB failure bending strain. Since the shear and elastic moduli of lead-free 
solder are greater than that of eutectic solder, it is expected that the larger solder 
deformation in eutectic solder reduces the stress at the solder interface and allows a 
greater degree of board deflection before the critical fracture stress is reached at the 
intermetallic layer. The less the interconnection deforms, the higher the stress at the 
lead-free interconnection interfaces for a given PCB stiffness. 
 
Luan et al. [16] performed comprehensive drop tests, failure analyses, and simulations 
on lead-free Ball Grid Array (BGA) packages at board level. An accurate life 
prediction model is established for board level drop tests to estimate the number of 
drops to failure for the package. New design guidelines to achieve good impact 
resistance were proposed, e.g. lower interconnection height, small interconnection 
diameter, lower solder material modulus, and at the use of at least a three-row 
peripheral interconnection layout. Compared with eutectic solder, lead-free solder 
exhibits a much better board-level thermal cycling test performance, but worse board-
level drop test results. 
 
Luan et al. [17] also investigated the effects of the impact pulse on the dynamic 
responses of PCB assemblies and interconnection reliability using theoretical and 
numerical analysis. Their results showed that dynamic board responses are 
proportional to the peak acceleration for a given pulse duration. The pulse duration 
was found to affect the constituent and magnitude of the dynamic strains. Other factors 
such as the area under the impact pulse, pulse shape, peak width and peak location 
were also found to affect the peeling stress in critical interconnections and thus affect 






The effects of package design parameters on drop impact performance were quantified 
by Syed et al. [18]. Experimental and simulation data show that either an increase in 
pad size or decrease in package thickness will result in an improvement in drop 
performance. The application of Land-Grid Array (LGA) solder interconnections in a 
package design will also improve drop impact resistance significantly. The stiffening 
effect of mounted components was also investigated. Their experimental results 
indicated that the PCB strain response just outside the package component is about 
five times higher than the PCB strain at the centre of package. The explanation given 
for these board responses was in terms of the stiffening effect of mounted package 
components because these flatten the board beneath via the multiple interconnections 
between the board and the package. The difference between the strain values beneath 
and just outside the component is the primary reason why interconnections in the 
outermost row and corners are most susceptible to failures during drop tests. The sharp 
change in board curvature near the critical interconnections puts them in tension, 
inducing interconnection failure. 
 
Wang et al. [19] carried out a finite element parametric study to investigate the effects 
of different structural parameters on dynamic board responses. Increase in mass of the 
package has little influence on the PCB strain response. However, a 100% increase in 
the stiffness of the PCB decreases the maximum strain on the board by about 40%.  
 
In another parametric study conducted by Groothuis et al. [20], drop test simulation 
using the Input-G method was employed to investigate the impact response of a 
package. Interconnections with a larger diameter exhibit improved performance. The 






attenuation of the stress wave and reduces the strain at interconnections. Based on 
results corresponding to different underfill moduli, an appropriate underfill modulus is 
able to yield an optimum impact performance. However, precaution needs to be taken 
if an underfill is used, because a large difference in its coefficient of thermal expansion 







































Experimental Set-up & Procedures
CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
 & PROCEDURES 
 
 
This chapter gives detailed descriptions on the static bend and dynamic drop test 
methods performed. It also illustrates the test specimens used as well as the 
instrumentation involved. 
 
















The first test board comprises a Land Grid Array (LGA) package (42 X 28 X 0.82mm) 
mounted on a (150 X 40 X 1mm) PCB. The LGA package (Figure 3.1) is sufficiently 
large to accommodate the mounting of small strain gauges at different locations on its 
surface. The eutectic solder interconnections between PCB and package are daisy-
chained for the monitoring of electrical continuity. The x-ray image of the board 
assembly in Figure 3.2 illustrates the solder interconnections within the LGA package. 
 
 


















































Figure 3.3 depicts the outline of the interconnection distribution within the LGA 
package. Three locations, namely corner, short-side and long-side have been identified 
for the monitoring of longitudinal strains. Longitudinal strains refer to the in-plane 
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surface strains induced along the length of the test board. The interconnections near to 















Figure 3.4 shows the second test board to be examined, which comprises a Thin-
profile Fine-pitch Ball Grid Array (TFBGA) package (10 X 10 X 0.89mm) mounted 
on a PCB measuring 95 X 35mm. The PCB is available in two different thicknesses 
(1.07 and 1.25mm) to investigate how different board thicknesses affect the 
mechanical responses. As the surface area of TFBGA package is quite small and there 
is limited allowable space to mount strain gauges, only the long-side location of the 
package is selected for strain monitoring. Solder interconnections (BGA) of the 




3.2 Static Bend Tests 
 
 
An Instron micro-tester machine is used to perform the static bend test on the test 
specimens. The test specimens are oriented with their packages facing downwards. 
Line load is applied downwards via loading pin at a loading rate of 1 mm/min. Load-
deflection data will be extracted to examine the flexural behaviour of each specimen. 
 
TFBGA package 
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Three-point bend tests (Figure 3.5) will be performed on the LGA test boards. The test 
specimen is supported by two supporting pins with a support span of 60 mm and the 
line load is applied by the loading pin along its board centre. Four test samples are 













Details of the strain gauge mounting locations are depicted in Figure 3.6. “Long-side” 
and “short-side” locations refer to mid-length position along the length and width of 
Test specimen 
Supporting pin Loading pin 
Figure 3.5: Three-point bend test setup. 
Long side 
Short side 















Figure 3.6: Strain monitoring locations of (a) package side and 
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the package periphery respectively. Corner location is situated at the corner of package, 
which is near to the corner interconnections. Strain gauges will be mounted at these 
three locations and the corresponding strain responses will be denoted as “long-side”, 
“short-side” and “corner” package strains respectively. At the reverse side of each 
location, strain gauges are also mounted to monitor the corresponding PCB strains. 
Hence, the measured PCB strains (reverse side of the test board) at the package corner 
and short-side locations are denoted by “PCB corner” and “PCB short-side” strains 
respectively. However, PCB strain at the long-side location cannot be extracted 
























Four-point bend tests (Figure 3.7) will be performed on TFBGA test boards, whereby 
the loading and support spans are predefined as 30 and 60 mm respectively. Two line 
loads will be applied 15mm away from the board centre. For each thickness 
configuration, three test samples will be tested to determine the average mechanical 
responses. 

























Due to the small TFBGA package outline, only long-side package strain is monitored. 
PCB corner and long-side strains are monitored on the reverse side of the test board. 
The above mentioned strain monitoring locations for TFBGA test boards are depicted 
in Figure 3.8. 
 
 


















A Lansmount drop tower (Appendix A) is used for these tests. Figure 3.9 shows how 





Figure 3.9: Experimental set-up of drop test.
Long-side 











Figure 3.8: Strain monitoring locations of (a) package side and 
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LGA test boards will be examined for drop impact tests. The LGA test board is held by 
spacers to give a height allowance of 10mm, so that the board can flex downwards 
without striking the jig during drop impacts. An accelerometer (Appendix A) is also 
used to measure the shock level experienced by the drop assembly. The extracted 
acceleration response serves as an input boundary condition for finite element 
modeling discussed in the later chapters.  
 
Four test samples are tested under the same loading conditions to check for 
consistency in experimental readings. Each test sample undergoes a total of 50 drops 
from a drop height of 1.4m and the resistances of various interconnections are 















As shown in Figure 3.10, six strain gauges are mounted at three different board 
locations (corner, short-side and long-side) to measure longitudinal strains. At each 
board location, a pair of strain gauges will monitor the package and PCB strains 
Long side 
Short side 






PCB corner  
 
Package short side 
 
PCB short side 
 
Package long side 
 
PCB long side 
 PCB 
Figure 3.10: Strain monitoring locations of (i) package side and 
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respectively. From the strain responses at each location, the bending behaviour of 
board assembly during dynamic loading can be analyzed. 
 
An APX high-speed camera operating at a frame rate of 12,500 frames per second was 
used to capture the drop impact response of the test board. The captured images can be 
used to ascertain the extent of board deflection by a motion analysis software. 
 
 









Daisy-chained solder interconnections of LGA and TFBGA test boards are monitored 
for their electrical continuity during bend/drop tests by an event detector illustrated in 
Figure 3.11. An input DC of 1.5V is supplied in series with a dummy resistor (Ro). The 
resistance of the daisy-chained interconnection is denoted by Rx. The potential 
difference across the interconnection is monitored by an oscilloscope connected 
parallel to it.  
 
In the event of an interconnection failure, the resistance of monitored interconnection 
will be higher than that of dummy resistor. Consequently, an increase in voltage will 
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be detected across Rx by the oscilloscope. Based on the in-situ interconnection voltage 
response, strain readings simultaneously obtained can be associated to it to further 
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CHAPTER 4 STATIC BEND TEST FOR LGA 




To understand the flexural behaviour of electronic packaging assemblies, load-
deflection profiles and longitudinal in-plane strain responses are extracted from the 
static bend experiments. Three-point bend tests and four-point bend tests are 

























Based on the four test sample results, a load-deflection response is plotted in Figure 
4.1, whereby the error bars indicate the possible deviation in experimental responses. 
The extent of deviation is observed to increase with higher board deflection. In order 
to attain a better correlation between experimental and simulation results, mean board 
responses during the first 1mm of central deflection are extracted to validate with the 
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simulated board behaviour in Chapter 6. Repeatability of the static board responses can 




















Figure 4.2 illustrates the typical extracted load-deflection response in three-point bend 
test for LGA (Land Grid Array) test-boards. Load response varies linearly with 
deflection during the initial loading (A-B) and subsequently behaves non-linearly (B-
C). The non-linear nature of the curve may be attributed to yielding of the components 
or delamination of copper layers within the PCB [3], which causes a drop in the 
effective stiffness of the board assembly. The loss in the flexural stiffness is indicated 
by the decreasing gradient of the load-deflection curve along B-C. In Figure 4.2, the 
instance of failure refers to the first solder interconnection failure as detected by 
monitoring the resistance of the daisy-chain. Beyond the instance of first failure (C-D), 
the load continues to increase slightly with deflection because the undamaged solder 
joints are still able to contribute flexural stiffness to the board assembly. However, as 
more interconnections begin to fail, the plot flattens and subsequently decreases (D-E).  
 
 
































Based on the compiled results, all failure locations are shaded in Figure 4.3. In all the 
tests, first interconnection failure occurs consistently at the corner of the outermost 
row along the short-side. The “short-side” and “long-side” of the package refer the 
width and length of package respectively. It is noted that the outermost rows along 
short-side are most susceptible to failure. This is possible if differential flexing is 
significant at the package outline along this region. Finite element analysis will be 











Figure 4.3: Failure distribution of solder interconnections 
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Since the test specimen is oriented with the package facing downwards, compressive 
(negative) PCB strains are recorded. Figure 4.4 shows that prior to instance of failure, 
PCB strain magnitude increases at a faster rate at the corner location. This rate of 
increment suggests that the solder interconnections in the vicinity are starting to fail 
and the corresponding effective flexural stiffness at the corner location decreases. 
Hence at the package corner, the PCB flexes more easily and the change in strain 
becomes severe. However, the magnitude of short-side PCB strain continues to 
increase at a constant rate after the occurrence of first interconnection failure.  
 
From the daisy-chain monitoring, the solder interconnections near the package corner 
always fail before the interconnections at the short-side location. This explains why the 
increase in PCB strain rate will occur at the package corner prior to the short-side 
location. After the PCB undergoes further deflection, drastic increment in short-side 
strain is observed when solder interconnections at the short-side location begin to fail. 
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Based on these strain responses, the breakage of solder interconnection will lead to a 















Figure 4.5 shows that at the corner and short-side package strains are much smaller 
than the PCB strains (Figure 4.4) at the same board location. This strain difference 
suggests PCB and package flex locally to different extents, giving rise to differential 
flexing. Since the package corner region is the most susceptible to differential flexing, 
the critical interconnection elongates under peeling stress and the package corner 
region deforms less readily as shown Figure 4.6. As a result, the package corner strain 
begins to decline prior to instance of failure and becomes negligible after the critical 
interconnection (at package corner) fails. The short-side package strain continues to 
increase beyond instance of failure because this region has more interconnections to 
bind the package rigidly to the deformed PCB, allowing the package to flex readily 
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with the PCB at this region. However, the short-side package strain decreases 







Beyond the instance of failure, package strain response at the long-side location 
remains relatively high compared to the other two strain responses. Under three-point 
bending condition, maximum tensile stress is induced at the location of long-side strain 
(package centre), giving rise to high long-side package strain. However, this situation 
prevails only if the package flexes in tandem with the PCB. At the central region of the 
package, there are substantial interconnections available to attach the package rigidly 
to the deformed PCB, so the package is conformed to flex in tandem with the PCB at 
this region.  
 
Based on the PCB and package strain responses in three-point bend test, differential 
flexing is observed locally along the short-side of package periphery. Since the 
package is unable to contribute to the effective flexural stiffness of the board beyond 
its periphery, a drop in the effective board stiffness will cause the PCB to deform 
readily at this region, giving rise to differential flexing. On the contrary for the long-
side location, high long-side package strain indicates the package is flexing in tandem 
with the PCB in this region. This is possible because the highly populated 
interconnections at the package centre bind the package rigidly to the deformed PCB. 
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flexural stiffness of board assembly, so the PCB does not kink easily. Hence, 
differential flexing does not arise at the centre region of package to induce peeling 
stress in the interconnections. The respective mechanical behaviours of PCB and 
package at different board locations offer explanation of why interconnection failure is 














To further examine the strain responses under flexural loading, a four-point bend test is 
performed on the LGA testboard as shown in Figure 4.7. The board assembly region 
(including package) within the loading span will experience the same degree of 
bending moment due to uniform curvature distribution. This experimental arrangement 


























Figure 4.8 shows the induced PCB corner strain is about twice that of package strain at 
the same board location. The large difference between both strains suggests differential 
flexing arising at the package corner region. On the contrary for long-side region, the 
extent of PCB deformation is not severe because the flexural stiffness of board 
assembly is enhanced by the package at this location. Board responses at the long-side 
location show that the package strain is slightly higher than the PCB strain. Under 
four-point bending condition, although bending moment is equivalent at the package 
corner and long-side regions of PCB, different degrees of PCB deformation are 
observed at both locations.  
 
The package tends to stiffen the PCB within its periphery. However, this stiffening 
effect diminishes near the package periphery and brings about a sharp drop in the local 
flexural stiffness of board assembly. Consequently, the PCB deforms readily at this 
location, inducing high PCB corner strain in three-point and four-point bend tests. This 
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localized PCB deformation leads to differential flexing, which is responsible for 
interconnection failure. The drop in local flexural stiffness of board assembly is the 
most significant at the package corner region, which is the primary reason why corner 
interconnection is the most susceptible in flexural loading. Detailed discussion of 




4.4 Four-Point Bend Test (TFBGA Packages) 
 
To evaluate the effects of dimensional parameter on board responses, four-point bend 
test (Figure 4.6) is performed on TFBGA test boards of different PCB thicknesses 
(1.25mm and 1.07mm). Given that the board assembly undergoes an applied deflection 
of 1mm at the loading region (contact point between loading pins and PCB), average 
strain readings from three test samples of each configuration will be examined in the 
analysis. In an attempt to account for the strain responses of different board 
thicknesses, theoretical equations and explanation are also presented in this section. By 
relating beam bending theory and equivalent section strain analysis, Section 4.4 offers 
explanations for the variation of strain with board thickness. 
 




























At the loading region (x = a) for four-point bend test, the board deflection (∆ y) can be 





where ∆ y = the board deflection induced (m) 
 P = the total applied load (N) 
 E = the material modulus (Pa) 
I  =  the moment of inertia about the neutral axis (m4) 
L = the support span (m) 
 a = the distance between support and applied load region (m) 
 
 
Rearranging the above expression, load (
2











where Mx =  the positive bending moment due to external loads (N.m) 
 σxx  =  the bending stress developed (Pa) 
 c =  the distance above the neutral axis (m) 
 






Since bending moment within the loading span [23] is         , the corresponding 
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Since the loading/support spans and intended deflection at loaded regions are 














In order to estimate the position of effective neutral axis in the board assembly, 
equivalent cross-section analysis is employed. Given that the interconnections attach 
the package firmly to the PCB, the board assembly can be approximated as an entire 
body, as illustrated in Figure 4.9. To simplify the constitution of board assembly, 
interconnections are neglected since the total volume of solder interconnections is 








When a “composite” structure is fabricated from more than one material, it will be 
convenient to analyze the structure as a section of one entire material by assuming the 
composite section of board assembly as an equivalent section in PCB material (Figure 
4.10). The bending theory must be adapted to the equivalent cross-section by ensuring 
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that the strains between materials are compatible and that the force and moment 
equilibrium is obeyed. Detailed derivation of equivalent section can be inferred from 




where d = the equivalent width of package (m) 
 b = the original width of package (m) 
 E = the material modulus of component (Pa) 
 
Equation 5.8 shows the calculation of the package equivalent width of the assumed 
equivalent section. The calculated equivalent width of package (d) will be greater than 
its original width (b) if its material modulus is higher than that of PCB.  
 
If the irregularly shaped structure is homogeneous and has a uniform thickness, the 
weight of the structure would be directly proportional to the cross-sectional area. Thus, 
cross-sectional areas can be used to determine the location of the centroid (g) of the 
area. An axis that passes through the centroid is generally termed as a centroid axis, 
which is of great significance in strength of materials. 
  
In determining the location of (    and    ) the centroid of a composite cross-sectional 
area, reference axes must be established. Since the package is centrally mounted on the 
PCB, the resulting x-coordinate position of the centroid will be located at the centre of 
the board assembly width. However, the y-coordinate (   )of the centroid will be 
calculated by equating the moment of the total area about the reference axis to the 
algebraic sum of the moments of the component areas about the same axis, as 





















With respect to the reference axis, 
 
 
where Ai = the component cross-sectional area (m2). 
 yi = the vertical distance between the reference axis and centre of 
   gravity of each component (m). 
 A total = the total cross-sectional area of composite section (m2). 
   = the vertical distance between the reference axis and centroid (m). 
 
According to Equations 5.8 and 5.9, the material modulus and dimensional parameters 
(thickness and width) of the equivalent section are related to its cross-sectional area 
(Ai), which subsequently have an effect on the position of centroid (   ). Since the 
neutral axis of bending passes through the centroid of the equivalent section, the 
material modulus and dimensional parameters will indirectly affect the strain 









Given a thicker PCB in Figure 4.11, the resulting position of neutral axis will lie 
farther away from the bottom and top surfaces of the cross-section. Since the surface 
strains of PCB and package are dependent on the position of neutral axis (Equation 











Original configuration Thicker PCB configuration 
(i) (ii) 
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Package Strain( x10-6 )
Corner Long-Side Long-Side
1.07 -2390 -867 816
1.25 -2600 -1449 1066
PCB Thickness 
(mm)
PCB Strain ( x10-6 )
Load (N) Deflection (mm) PCB Corner Strain ( x10-6 )
1.07 146 4.45 -11117













Table 4.1 presents the averaged strain responses of different board thicknesses at an 
applied deflection of 1mm. Higher PCB and package strain responses are observed for 
a thicker PCB (1.25mm), which illustrates how different dimensional parameters 
influence the strain responses and possibly have a profound effect on the integrity of 
solder interconnections. To have a better understanding on how board thickness affects 
the reliability of solder interconnections, averaged critical mechanical responses of 







Based on the critical deflection responses in Table 4.2, the thinner PCB (1.07mm) 
board assembly may be a good design option to improve reliability since it is able to 
undergo a larger deflection (4.45mm) before failure occurs. However, the magnitude 
of load to induce this large critical deflection is only 146N, indicating that the thinner 
board assembly is structurally weaker against external flexural loads. Board assembly 
of thicker PCB (1.25mm) is observed to be more robust, requiring a much higher load 
(223N) to induce critical interconnection failure. Therefore, it is imperative to 
Table 4.1: Strain readings for different thickness configurations. 
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incorporate an optimum PCB thickness into product design which has a favourable 
reliability performance in terms of critical deflection and loading. 
 
Although critical loads and deflection responses are significantly different in both 
board configurations, the respective induced critical PCB corner strains differ by less 
than 10% in Table 4.2. Similarity in critical PCB strain responses suggests that the 
localized board deformations near the critical interconnection are comparable for both 
board configurations when the interconnections reach their loading threshold limit. 
Hence, the induced PCB strain at the critical interconnection can serve as an estimated 
prediction of interconnection failure for board assemblies with different thicknesses. 
  
Board responses in terms of load-deflection and PCB/package strains have been 
examined to explain the occurrence of interconnection failures under static bend tests. 
The comparison of package strains to PCB strains in the experimental analysis is 
useful to understand how the relative flexural behaviour between the package and PCB 
affects the integrity of solder interconnections. Board responses of different PCB 
thicknesses are also studied to understand how varying dimensional parameters can 
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CHAPTER 5  DYNAMIC DROP TEST FOR  
    LGA PACKAGES 
 
 
The dynamic responses of LGA (Land Grid Array) board assembly under board-level 
drop test will be investigated in this chapter. The test sample will be mounted to the 
drop platen of a drop tester using four-screw supports. The drop assembly is raised 
subsequently rise to a drop height of 1.4m and released to undergo free fall. Upon 
impact with the strike surface, the dynamic responses will be captured by an 
accelerometer and strain gauges. A high speed camera operating at 12,500 frames per 
second is employed to capture the impact sequence. To monitor the integrity of solder 
interconnections, in-situ interconnection resistances are measured using the 
oscilloscope. Based on the dynamic responses extracted, we aim to examine the 
dynamic bending behaviour of the board assembly and its relation to solder 
interconnection failure. 
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Figure 5.1 shows the typical dynamic responses of the board assembly during a drop 
test. Repeatability of dynamic responses is illustrated in the strain history graphs at 
Appendix B (Page 144). The acceleration response is extracted at the jig near to the 
screw location. The initial acceleration pulse resembles a half-sine pulse which peaks 
at 4000G. The subsequent highly oscillatory acceleration signal is attributed to the 
‘ringing’ of the metallic jig after subjected to impact. 
 
Bending and vibrating motion of the board assembly is captured using the high speed 
camera. The midpoint of the edge along the board length is monitored for its vibrating 
motion after the drop assembly impacts the strike surface. By applying motion analysis 
software on the high-speed footages, the central deflection of the board assembly is 
estimated from the oscillating motion of the monitored midpoint. Upwards deflection 
of the board assembly is taken as the positive direction in the graphical plot. 
 
Upon impact, the board assembly flexes downwards initially due to inertial loading, 
giving rise to a negative deflection as shown in Figure 5.1. Since the board assembly is 
oriented with the package facing downwards, the PCB strain response at the package 
corner location is negative during the initial deflection. From Figure 5.1, both PCB 
corner strain and board deflection histories are closely correlated, suggesting that the 
induced longitudinal strain is a strong function of board flexure. 
 
The magnitude of flexing is the greatest during initial deflection. Subsequently, the 
board is observed to vibrate at a decreasing magnitude with time. The maximum board 
deflection is around 6.7mm in the drop test, which is higher than the critical deflection 
(6mm) for static three-point bend test discussed in Chapter 4. However, during 
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compared to the critical PCB corner strain (12,000 microstrains) in static bend test. 
Under static three-point bending conditions, the testboard is simply supported while a 
centre quasi-static line load is applied across its width. However for board-level drop 
test conditions, the testboard is fixed at its four corners and subjected to a uniformly 
distributed inertial (dynamic) loading during impact. These differences in loading and 
boundary conditions between static and dynamic tests are likely to contribute to the 
discrepancies in the board responses between these two loading conditions. 
 
Although the induced dynamic deflection is higher than the critical static deflection at 
the board centre, the first interconnection failure is not detected after at least 16 drops 
for all test samples. This observation shows that critical board deflection during static 
bend test is inappropriate to predict interconnection failures in dynamic drop tests. 
Given that the loading and boundary conditions are markedly different for static bend 
tests and dynamic drop tests, the corresponding board responses and reliability may 
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Since the board assembly is mounted with its package facing down, the package 
surface will experience a positive tensile loading when the board flexes downwards 
during the initial deflection. On the contrary for PCB surface (reverse side of board 
assembly), it suffers a negative compressive loading instead. By comparing the peak 
strains attained during the board deflection, Figure 5.2 shows that PCB deforms at a 
greater extent than the package at the corner location. This discrepancy in deformation 
between the PCB and package gives rise to differential flexing, which is the primary 




























Strain responses at the long-side location (Figure 5.3) shows that the package strain is 
higher than that of the PCB. If the package and PCB are idealised to flex as an entire 
body at the long-side region (discussed in Chapter 4), the strain distribution between 
top and bottom surfaces is largely dependent on the material and dimensional 
parameters of PCB and package. Higher package strain is also observed at the long-
side location under static bend test, suggesting that the board configuration and 
parameters of LGA testboard will induce similar response trends under static and 
dynamic loading conditions.  
 
Severe PCB deformation is not induced at the long-side location because the presence 
of package increases the effective flexural stiffness of board assembly locally. Hence, 
the induced PCB strain is lower than that of the package at the same board location. 
However, this stiffening effect diminishes near the package periphery along its short-
side and the PCB deforms more easily at the corner region, inducing a high PCB strain. 
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Consequently, PCB strain is higher than the package strain at the corner location. This 
board behaviour is also observed during static bend tests. Subjected to different 
boundary and loading conditions during static and dynamic drop tests, the magnitude 
of induced strains may be different, but the extent of differential flexing at specific 
board locations can be correlated under both testing conditions. 
 
 
5.3 Resistance Monitoring of Test Board 
 
During drop impact, the resistance of daisy-chained solder interconnections are closely 
monitored. This in-situ resistance monitoring tracks the intermittent changes in 
interconnection resistance during drop impact, allowing the detection of initial, 












































Figure 5.4 shows the typical detection of initial and intermittent interconnection 
failures. The right vertical graphical axis of the plots denotes the voltage reading of 
monitored interconnection. A sudden open circuit in the daisy-chained interconnection 
will result in a sharp increase in voltage reading. In Figure 5.4, the monitored 
interconnection is located at the centre of outermost row along the short-side. Strain 
readings at short-side location are extracted to correlate with the interconnection’s 
integrity because the locations of monitored interconnection and extracted strain are 
close to each other. Hence, the short-side strain responses closely represent the state of 
differential flexing and board deformation which lead to the failure of monitored 
interconnection. 
 
From Figure 5.4a, there is an abrupt jump in voltage reading when the board assembly 
begins to bend downwards immediately after the drop platen impacts the strike surface. 
A lesser extent of voltage increment is observed as the PCB and package strains reach 
maximum during the initial deflection. Similar board responses are also observed 
Figure 5.4: Change in interconnection resistance during 
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during the 38th drop (Figure 5.4b). The sudden jump in voltage during the early stage 
of board deflection suggests that the initial failure could have occurred before the 
maximum board deflection is attained. Based on the strain and resistance histories in 
Figure 5.4, the initial downwards deflection is deduced to be critical condition for the 















As the number of drops increases progressively, the fluctuation of voltage becomes 
more intense and frequent, suggesting that the integrity of interconnection is 
deteriorating with the number of drops. At 40th drop in Figure 5.5, peak voltage is also 
attained during the subsequent downward deflection. The daisy-chained circuit is 
opened when the board assembly is flexing downwards because maximum tensile or 
peeling stress is likely to occur at the outermost interconnections [24]. When the board 
assembly flexes upwards, the monitored interconnection experiences compressive 
loading and causes the circuit to close up again. Hence, intermittent failure is only 
observed during the downwards deflections of the board assembly. Cyclic loading 
arising from the alternating deflections of subsequent drops cause the solder 
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interconnections to undergo further fatigue loading, which eventually leads to 
























At the end of 50 drops, each solder interconnection is probed manually to check for 
failures. Figure 5.6 shows the compiled detected interconnection failures (shaded) 
from the four test samples. The failure distribution is concentrated at the outermost 
row along the short-side of package. Although the flexing of a board assembly would 
theoretically result in higher stresses in the corner interconnections of the package, the 
detected interconnection failures occur randomly across the outermost row. The 
variation of maximum stresses across the outermost row could be mild, so the induced 
dynamic stress at the corner and short-side locations does not differ too significantly. 
Thus interconnections do not fail solely at the corner locations, which is different from 
the static bend test results.  
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Given that the static and dynamic test conditions are vastly different, corresponding 
board responses, failure mechanisms and failure distributions of interconnections may 
vary accordingly. However, since the material and dimensional parameters of board 
assembly are identical for both test set-ups, the degrees of differential flexing and 











































This chapter explains the finite element (FE) methodology and correlation of 
simulation results to experimental responses for static bend tests and dynamic drop 
tests. Although experimentation can be performed to evaluate the reliability of board 
assemblies, it is time consuming and costly, requiring extensive effort in measurement 
and failure analysis. In addition, it is difficult to instrument the strain/stress response at 
the infinitesimal solder interconnections due to the physical limitation of 
instrumentation devices.  To overcome these problems, simulation modelling is 
utilized in design analysis and product optimization. The FE modelling approach 
provides the links between the instrumental responses of the board assembly and that 
of the solder interconnections, establishing the mechanics and physics of 
interconnection failure during mechanical loading. In the short time-to-market of the 
competitive electronics industry, FE modelling is also an efficient tool to shorten the 
characterization process of product prototypes. 
 
 
6.1 Finite Element Methodology  
 
The finite element analysis software used is ABAQUS. Due to symmetry, quarter 3D 
model is established by applying symmetric boundary conditions on the cut surfaces in 
the static and dynamic FE models. This modelling approach reduces model size and 
subsequently enhances computational efficiency. Different element types including 
solid, membrane and rigid elements are used for the FE models in both static and 






stiffness is applied in the modelling of PCB and package. Since the most critical 
interconnections are along the outermost rows, three-layered solid element meshing is 











A very thin layer of membrane elements are overlaid on the solid elements of PCB and 
package in the model. In-plane strain of the membrane elements represents the surface 
strain induced on the solid elements. These surface strains are extracted for 
comparison with the readings from strain gauges mounted on the PCB and package in 
the experiments.  
 
For simplification, a linear elastic material model is used in the static and dynamic FE 
models, requiring basic mechanical properties such as material moduli, densities and 
Poisson’s ratios. Here, the focus of the FE analysis is to determine the location of the 
highest interconnection stress induced and the corresponding trend of stress variation 
along the interconnection rows. As such, the magnitude of induced interconnection 
stress will not be critically studied in the analysis. Moreover under high strain rates 
during dynamic drop tests, the interconnections experience brittle failures [12], 
Fine meshed outermost interconnections








Figure 6.2: FE quarter-model for static three-point bend test. 
Material Modulus (GPa) Poisson's Ratio Density (kg/m3)
PCB 23.60 0.275 2333
Package 25.50 0.290 2883
Interconnection 33.58 0.363 8410
Material Properties
whereby plastic deformation is insignificant. In addition, the total volume of the 
interconnections is small compared to the whole board assembly, thus any plastic 
deformation in the interconnections has negligible effect on the flexural behaviour of 
the board assembly.  
Basic material properties for interconnections are extracted from literature of eutectic 
solder [25]. To evaluate the material properties of PCB and package, three-point static 
bend tests are performed on bare PCB and detached package separately. By applying 
the simple beam theory, the corresponding load and strain responses are extracted to 
calculate the material moduli and Poisson’s ratios of PCB and package. Table 6.1 








































ABAQUS/Standard is used as the solver for static three-point bend test simulations. 
Prior to loading, a quarter-model of board assembly (Figure 6.2) is initially rested on 
the constrained supporting pin. Loading and support pins are modelled as rigid bodies 
in static simulations. A downward displacement is applied to the loading pin, which 
subsequently makes contact and flexes the board assembly. 
The accuracy of modelling solution depends largely on the element size control. Fine 
meshed models generally produce a more accurate solution. However, this approach is 
time consuming and takes too much computer memory to model the large number of 
elements. In order to be computational efficient, it is essential to establish a FE model 






























Table 6.2: Solution time taken by static FE models of different element sizes.







To ascertain the most efficient FE model, PCB corner strain responses from three FE 
models (Models A, B and C) of different element sizes are extracted. These FE results 
and mean experimental PCB corner strain from four samples are plotted against central 
deflection (1mm), as shown in Figure 6.3. According to Table 6.2, the coarsely-
meshed Model A requires the least processing time, but the resulting strain response 
(Figure 6.3) deviates greatly from the experimental result. Although Model B requires 
a much shorter processing time than Model C, both models are able to produce 
realistic results within 10% error. Therefore, Model B is considered as the most 
computational efficient model and consequently adopted as the FE model for the static 
finite element analysis. 
 
 























To check for correlation, averaged experimental responses are compared with the 
respective predicted responses from the static FE model. At an applied central 






displacement of 2mm, the predicted load-deflection response follows fairly closely to 
the experimental results in Figure 6.4. A larger extent of deviation from the 
experimental result is observed at the later stage of deflection, suggesting that the FE 
modelling will over-estimate the load response at larger deflection. This discrepancy 
may be attributed to the delamination of copper layers [3] within the laminated PCB 
and detachment of solder interconnections, which results in a loss in flexural stiffness 
and subsequently, a decrement in the gradient of experimental load-deflection curve. 
Since delamination of laminated layers is not incorporated in the homogeneous FE 
models, so the gradient of the predicted load-deflection curve remains constant. Due to 
these limitations in the static FE models, subsequent FE analysis will be limited to a 
central deflection of 1 mm, so that the predicted strain and stress responses of linear-


















To further validate the static FE model, PCB and package strain responses at two 
board locations (corner and long-side) are compared with the predicted responses 








respectively. Figure 6.5 shows that the predicted FE results correlate with the 
experimental responses very well. Good correlation of load and strain responses 
between the FE model and experiment suggests that the validated FE model can be 
applied to study the mechanical responses of interconnection and provide design 
guidelines for improving reliability. 
 
 
6.3 Dynamic Bend Test Modelling 
 
In dynamic modelling of drop impact, ABAQUS/Explicit is used as the model solver. 
Although both explicit and implicit time integration approaches can be utilized to solve 
transient dynamic problems, explicit solver is preferred over implicit solver. Explicit 
time integration scheme applies the central difference method in the time domain to 
evaluate the mechanical responses. It is always conditionally stable which requires a 
small time interval. This scheme is suitable in solving highly non-linear problems as 
well as dynamic problems involving wave propagation. 
 
On the other hand for implicit time integration scheme, it adopts the Newmark 
algorithm which is unconditionally stable in solving linear elastic problems. It is most 
appropriate for solving static problems involving linear material property. However, 
the implicit approach is not computationally effective for solving wave propagation 























Drop impact process is simulated in a dynamic FE quarter-model (Figure 6.6) using 
Input G-method [14]. The Input G-method refers the assigning of input acceleration to 
the support screw location of PCB assembly as a PCB boundary condition. This 




















Table 6.3: Solution time taken by dynamic FE models of different element sizes.
Figure 6.7: Experimental and simulated strain responses of different 
dynamic FE models. 
Corner location 
Figure 6.6: Input G-method for dynamic FE quarter-model. 






Three FE models of different element sizes are modeled to determine the most 
efficient model. Comparing with Models 1 and 3 in terms of accuracy (Figure 6.7) and 
processing time taken (Table 6.3), Model 2 is observed to produce better results within 
a shorter time. Although Model 3 is refined to improve accuracy, its processing time is 
longer than the other two FE models. Therefore, Model 2 has the ideal mesh 




















According to experimental readings (Chapter 5) and literature [26], initial board 
deflection is the detrimental condition which induces the most severe loading on the 
board assembly. Consequently, the FE analysis will focus on the mechanical responses 
during the initial downwards deflection. Figure 6.8 shows that the experimental and 
predicted board deflections are well-correlated during the initial deflection. However, 






simulated upwards deflection is much higher than the actual response. This 
overestimation may be attributed to the omission of material damping in the dynamic 
FE model, giving rise to higher subsequent board deflections. Since the initial board 
deflection is the main concern of this analysis, the correlation of initial board 















The undulating profiles of the actual and predicted PCB/package strain responses are 
closely matched, as depicted in Figure 6.9. Simulated strain responses are slightly 
higher after the initial deflection because the subsequent board deflection is 
overestimated in the FE model. To examine the induced stress in the interconnections, 
it is crucial to validate the board responses during the initial deflection, which is 
usually the most critical loading during drop impacts. 
 
Due to the lack of suitable instrumentation for measuring stress and strain in 
interconnections, observing the mechanical responses in the solder interconnection 
itself is difficult. By correlating the board responses in terms of strains and load-







deflection with the simulated responses, the validated FE models provide the links 
between the instrumental responses and predicted solder interconnection responses. 
The validated static and dynamic FE models can also be used to perform parametric 
studies on the mechanical behaviour of solder interconnections, which will be 




























Although experimentation can be used to evaluate package performance, it is difficult 
to examine the stress response of interconnections due to physical size and capability 
limitations of measurement sensors and instrumentation. Moreover, it is impractical to 
mount a large number of sensors to monitor the flexural behaviour of the board 
assembly. The use of finite element (FE) simulation is an efficient alternative to study 
the mechanical responses of the board assembly. In this chapter, static (three-point 
bend test) and dynamic (drop impact test) FE results will be presented together, to 
illustrate the similarities between the responses. The main objective is to understand 
the variation and distribution of static/dynamic stresses and strains induced in the 




7.1 Interconnection Stress Distribution 
 
In static FE modelling, the mechanical responses corresponding to a deflection of 1mm 
at the centre of the board are extracted. However, for dynamic FE modelling, the 






















Figure 7.1 shows the board deflection and stress histories at the critical interconnection 
and indicates that the most severe dynamic loading occurs at 1.55 milliseconds. Hence, 























Figure 7.1: Board deflection and stress histories at the critical 




Figure 7.2: von Mises stress contour plot for outermost interconnections 



























The “short-side” and “long-side” of the package denote the directions along the width 
and length of the package respectively. From the von Mises stress contour plots in 
Figures 7.2 and 7.3, the outermost interconnections along the short-side experience 
higher stress levels (corresponding to the red colour) in both the static and dynamic FE 
models, and are localized along the interconnection edge at the interconnection-PCB 
interface. These stress distributions explain why most of the interconnection failures 
occur at the outermost interconnections along the short-side of a package during static 
bend tests and dynamic drop tests. 
 
For static and dynamic FE models, the maximum von Mises stress value at the 
respective corner interconnection is extracted as a comparison parameter. The 
maximum stress components of other outermost interconnections are normalized with 
respect to this value. This approach serves to facilitate a study of the stress distribution 
along different rows of interconnection in static and dynamic FE models. 
 
Figure 7.3: von Mises stress contour plot for outermost interconnections 




































Figures 7.4 and 7.5 depict the maximum von Mises stress distribution along the 
outermost interconnections in the long-side and short-side directions, as defined in 
Figure 7.2. Interconnections near the package corner are observed to experience a 
higher von Mises stress than other interconnections along the same outermost row. The 
loading is more severe in interconnections along the short-side than the long-side. This 
Figure 7.4: Variation of von Mises stress along outermost 











Figure 7.5: Variation of von Mises stress along outermost 
interconnections (dynamic FE model). 







stress distribution explains why the outermost interconnections along the short-side are 
the most susceptible to failure in static bend tests and dynamic drop tests. Subsequent 
discussion will focus on the outermost interconnections along the short-side of the 
package. 
 
From the static experimental results, the corner interconnection along the short-side of 
the package is most prone to failure; this agrees with the prediction of the critical 
interconnection location by the static FE model.  Although a higher stress is predicted 
for the corner interconnection in dynamic FE modelling, failure occurs randomly along 
the outermost row of the short-side during drop tests. This discrepancy may be 
attributed to the inconsistent solder interconnection strength in the test vehicle and 
application of static mechanical properties in dynamic FE modelling. Under high strain 
rates corresponding to dynamic drop conditions, the material moduli of most solder 
alloys and polymer materials are much higher. However, due to unavailability of 
dynamic material properties for the FE analysis, static material properties are used 

















Figure 7.6: Variation of stress components along short-side 


























Among the stress components, the vertical normal stress or peeling stress (σ33) and the 
shear stress (τ13) at the PCB-interconnection interface show the highest normal and 
shear stresses respectively. Hence, the distributions of these two stress components 
along the outermost interconnections (short-side) predicted by static and dynamic FE 
models are examined in Figure 7.6 and 7.7 respectively. The trends indicate that the 
peeling stress is the dominant stress component during both static and dynamic flexure 
of the board assembly. Due to the difference in the extent of flexure in these two 
components, this gives rise to differential flexing. Differential flexing between the 
package and PCB induces a tensile peeling stress in the critical interconnections when 
board assembly bends downwards. Thus, the peeling stress is considered as the most 









Figure 7.7: Variation of stress components along short-side 






































Figures 7.8 and 7.9 depict longitudinal strain contour plots from static and dynamic FE 
modelling respectively. Longitudinal strains refer to the in-plane strains measured 
along the length of board assembly. Highly localized deformation in PCB 
(corresponding to the red colour) is observed near the package periphery along the 
short-side of the package. The main difference between the static and dynamic strain 
contour plots is the extent of deformation induced at the package centre. Given that the 
Figure 7.8: Longitudinal strain contour plot of board assembly 
 (static FE model).
Strain along long-side 




Strain along long-side 




Figure 7.9: Longitudinal strain contour plot of board assembly 






board assembly is simply-supported in the three-point bend test, the maximum bending 
moment will be induced at the package centre, where the loading pin is located. 
Consequently, the strain induced at the package centre is as severe as the localized 
PCB deformation in Figure 7.8. For dynamic drop test conditions, if a board assembly 
is assumed to be fixed along its short-side edges and dynamic loading is uniformly 
distributed across the board span, the maximum bending moment will be induced at 
the fixed edges instead [23]. Hence, the extent of deformation at the package centre is 
less severe (Figure 7.9) during drop tests. 
 
To examine the effects of differential flexing on the outermost interconnections for 
static and dynamic loading, surface strains of the package are extracted along its long-
side, as shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9 respectively.  Absolute values of the PCB surface 
strains are also extracted from the reverse side of the board assembly for comparison 

























Figure 7.10: Strain distribution along the long-side of package 
(static FE model). 





















The normalized distance along the long-side of the package refers to the distance 
between the location of interest and Point A (Figures 7.8 and 7.9), expressed as a 
fraction of the package length in the quarter-model. The strain responses from the 
static FE model (Figure 7.10) show that the magnitudes of the surface strains near to 
Point A are high because the largest bending moment is induced in this region for 
three-point bending. Both surface strains decrease linearly with proximity (in terms of 
normalized distance) with the package corner. However for the dynamic strain 
responses (Figure 7.11), the variations of both surface strains are less marked.  
 
From the static and dynamic strain responses in Figures 7.10 and 7.11, the difference 
between the package and PCB strains is observed to be relatively independent of 
location, except near the package corner. The sharp increase in PCB strain and the 
drop in package strain suggest that the extent of differential flexing is very large near 




Figure 7.11: Strain distribution along the long-side of package 
(dynamic FE model). 























The longitudinal strain contour plot in Figure 7.12 shows that localized PCB 
deformation extends beyond the package periphery (short-side) to the PCB-
interconnection interface. For a better understanding of how the deformation at PCB- 
and package-interconnection interfaces affect the interconnections between them, PCB 
and package interfacial strains along the long-side and short-side of the package are 
identified, as indicated in Figure 7.12. These PCB and package interfacial strains are 
the in-plane longitudinal strains induced at the interfaces between the interconnections 






Interfacial strain along 
short-side of package 
Figure 7.12: Longitudinal strain contour plot for a board assembly 
without package (static FE model). 
Point B 













































Figure 7.14: Interfacial strain distribution along the long-side of the 
package (dynamic FE model). 
Point A Package 
corner 
Figure 7.13: Interfacial strain distribution along the long-side of the 
package (static FE model). 
Point A Package 
corner 
Package corner Point A 






The variations of static and dynamic interfacial strains along the long-side, as shown in 
Figures 7.13 and 7.14, indicate that the PCB interfacial strains increase sharply near 
the package corner. The difference between the interfacial strains in both cases is small 
for most of the distance. The small interfacial strain difference suggests that there is 
minimal deformation mismatch between the PCB-interconnection interface and the 
package-interconnection interface for the outermost interconnections along the long-
side. Therefore, the static and dynamic stresses induced (Figures 7.4 and 7.5) in the 

























Point B Package 
corner 
Figure 7.15: Interfacial strain distribution along the short-side of the 























The normalized distance along the short-side of the package is defined as the distance 
between the location of interest and Point B (Figure 7.12), expressed as a fraction of 
the package width in the quarter-model. The interfacial strain responses from static and 
dynamic FE modelling (Figures 7.15 and 7.16) show that the PCB interfacial strain is 
significantly higher than the package interfacial strain. The extent of mismatch 
between the PCB and package interfaces is severe, which subsequently induces higher 
stresses (Figure 7.4) in the outermost interconnections along the short-side of the 
package. Hence, the interconnections in this region are more susceptible to failures; 
this agrees with experimental results.  
 
An increase in PCB interfacial strain and a drop in package interfacial strain are 
observed at the corner of the package in the static and dynamic strain responses. This 
change in both interfacial strains result in a greater mismatch at the package corner. 
Point B Package 
corner 
Figure 7.16: Interfacial strain distribution along the short-side of the 








The higher stress induced in the corner interconnection may be attributed to the severe 
interfacial strain mismatch. 
 
The preceding discussion on the interconnection stress and interfacial strain variations 
indicates that there is a strong correlation between the difference between the PCB-to-
interconnection interfacial strain and the PCB-to-package interfacial with the stress 
induced in an interconnection. The large PCB interfacial strain appears to be the 
primary reason for the high von Mises stress in the interconnection at the PCB-
interconnection interface (Figures 7.2 and 7.3). From the strain and stress distribution 
patterns predicted in the board assembly, the FE results offer explanations on the 
failure distribution of solder interconnections from the experiments. Although the 
boundary and loading conditions are generally different for static (three-point bend test) 
and dynamic (drop impact test) loading, the corresponding stress and strain distribution 
patterns are quite similar. The magnitude of mechanical stress or strain values may be 
different, but the variations of both responses along the package periphery resemble 
each other. Since the outermost interconnections are more susceptible to severe 
loading, it is important to examine the flexural behaviour of the board assembly near 
these interconnections. By understanding and identifying the similarities between the 
static and dynamic board responses, the FE analysis provides insights into how static 












Parametric Study (Static Loading)






To determine the maximum design margin for an electronic assembly, tests can be 
performed to evaluate a wide range of design variations. However, this is often not 
feasible because of cost constraints and short product development cycle requirements. 
It is therefore imperative to understand and predict board responses and reliability 
under various mechanical loads rather than to resort to actual tests that the outset. To 
reduce development costs and optimize reliability performance, finite element (FE) 
analysis is often essential during the design and development phase of an electronic 
assembly. 
 
To gain a better understanding of the failure mechanisms in static three-point bend 
tests and to establish a design reference for reliability, parametric studies are 
performed to evaluate the effects of various geometrical and material quantities. The 
parameters studied include material modulus and the thickness of the package (pkg) 
and PCB. To illustrate the change in each parameter, the following non-dimensional 






































Parametric Study (Static Loading)
Material Modulus (GPa) Thickness (mm)
PCB  EPCB(Fixed) = 23.6 TPCB(Fixed) = 1.0







The reference parameter (denominator of non-dimensionalized ratio) refers the actual 
board assembly parameter from Table 8.1, so that when the parameter of interest 
(numerator of non-dimensionalized ratio) is varied, the non-dimensionalized values 
represent the relative change in the modified configuration. All the static FE 
simulations correspond to an applied central deflection of 1mm (along the width of the 
board assembly) for three-point bending. Predicted surface and interfacial strains and 
interconnection von Mises stresses are normalized with respect to the PCB corner 
strain response and interconnection von Mises stress of the reference (original) FE 
model respectively. The reference FE model is the same FE model discussed in 
Chapter 7, which has the original board configuration. The interconnection von Mises 
stress of interest refers to the maximum von Mises stress in the critical interconnection. 


















Parametric Study (Static Loading)































The strain responses from different configurations of package moduli are normalized 
with respect to the PCB corner strain extracted from the reference FE model of the 
original configuration. Figure 8.1 shows that as the package is stiffer, the PCB strain 
increases, but the package strain on the reverse surface decreases. The neutral axis (NA) 
lies along the locus of zero stress; Figure 8.2a shows the original neutral axis position 
within the approximated two-layer PCB package combination.  
 
The discussion in Chapter 4 indicates that there is a strong correlation between the 
position of the neutral axis and the modulus of the components. (The relationship 
Figure 8.1: Variation of corner strains and max von Mises stress with 



















Parametric Study (Static Loading)
between the neutral axis position and bending strain can be inferred from three-point 
bending equations in Appendix C-II.) If the package stiffness (E’pkg >> 1) increases, 
the neutral axis will be nearer to the lower surface of the package (Figure 8.2c). Since 
surface strain is proportional to the distance between the surface and the neutral axis, 
the PCB surface strain will thus increase while the package surface strain decreases. 
Conversely, if the package is more compliant (E’pkg → 0), then the neutral axis will lie 
nearer to the PCB upper surface, as shown in Figure 8.2b. The resulting PCB surface 
















To examine the relationship between neutral axis position and package stiffness, in-
plane longitudinal strains (ε11) of the PCB and package at the PCB-package interface 
are evaluated for the long-side direction (Figure 8.3) using static FE modelling. 
Interfacial strains from FE results corresponding to compliant (E’pkg → 0) and rigid 
(E’pkg >> 1) packages are plotted with respect to normalized distance in Figure 8.4. 
Normalized distance refers to the distance between Point A and the location of interest 
(Figure 8.3), expressed as a fraction of package length in the FE quarter model. 
 
 
Figure 8.3: Interfacial strains along the long-side of the package. 
Point A
Extracted 



















Figure 8.4 shows that for a stiff package configuration (E’pkg >> 1), the interfacial 
strains remain negative because the neutral axis is just below the PCB-package 
interface, as illustrated in Figure 8.2c. Both interfacial strains have values close to each 
other, suggesting that the package is flexing in tandem with the PCB along the 
interface. The two different components behave like a single unit because the 
interconnections bind them tightly to each other. However, this bonding effect 
diminishes near the package corner, where there is a sudden rise in the PCB interfacial 
strain.  
 
Due to the stiffening effect of package and interconnections, the PCB region within the 
package perimeter is conformed to flex in tandem with the package; hence the 
deformation of this PCB region is restricted. However, this stiffening effect on the 
PCB diminishes near the package periphery and corner. Consequently, the PCB flexes 
more near the corner interconnection. This board behaviour gives rise to deformation 
Point A Package corner 
Figure 8.4: Variation of interfacial strains along the long-side 
(static FE Model). 





Parametric Study (Static Loading)
mismatch between the PCB-interconnection and package-interconnection interfaces, 
inducing a high peeling stress in the affected interconnections.  
 
On the contrary, for a compliant package configuration (E’pkg → 0), interfacial strains 
are observed to be positive instead (Figure 8.4). This situation is only possible if the 
neutral axis lies above the PCB-package interface, as suggested in Figure 8.2b. A 
sudden increment of PCB interfacial strain is not observed at the package corner 
because a compliant package imposes negligible stiffening effect to the PCB. Hence, 




















 Figure 8.5: Longitudinal strain contours of PCB for 
(a) compliant (b) stiff packages. 
(b) E’pkg >> 1 






Parametric Study (Static Loading)
Figure 8.5 illustrates the longitudinal strain contours in the PCB when board 
assemblies with packages of different moduli are flexed to a common deflection of 
1mm. For the board assembly with a compliant package (Figure 8.5a), the maximum 
strain (in red) is observed near the board centre (loading region) of the FE quarter-
model where bending stress is greatest at the region of load application. On the 
contrary, for a board assembly with a stiff package (Figure 8.5b), severe PCB 
deformation is localized near the package periphery along the short-side of the package. 
The portion of the PCB within the perimeter of the (stiff) package is relatively 
unaffected by the loading. This observation highlights the stiffening effect of the 
package on the board assembly. Localized PCB deformation occurs near the failed 
interconnection (Figure 4.2), suggesting that critical interconnection stress is 
associated with a high PCB longitudinal strain near the affected interconnection. In the 
following analysis to examine interconnection stresses, PCB and package longitudinal 
strains at the respective PCB-interconnection and package-interconnection interfaces 













 Figure 8.6: Variation of interfacial strains and max von Mises stress at critical 





Parametric Study (Static Loading)
To investigate the variation of localized PCB deformation with package stiffness, PCB 
and package longitudinal strains at the critical interconnection interfaces (near the 
package corner) are examined in Figure 8.6. Both interfacial strains are normalized 
with respect to the PCB corner strain extracted from the reference FE model. 
 
As highlighted in the earlier discussion, the presence of a package stiffens the PCB 
within the package perimeter and this reinforced PCB region has a higher effective 
flexural stiffness. However, this stiffening effect diminishes near the package 
periphery. This sudden drop in effective flexural stiffness will cause the PCB to kink 
and deform locally along the short-side of the package periphery, inducing a large 
strain in the interconnections.  
 
The extent of disparity in the effective flexural stiffness near the package periphery 
will determine how adverse the effect is on localized deformation in the PCB. If the 
package is very stiff while the PCB material modulus remains unchanged (E’pkg >> 1), 
the change in effective flexural stiffness will be more severe at the package periphery. 
Consequently, Figure 8.6 shows that PCB interfacial strain increases considerably with 
package stiffness and the increasing strain mismatch between the PCB interface and 
the package interface will cause the interconnections to experience a higher stress.  
 
For a package with a low stiffness (E’pkg → 0), its reinforcement of the board assembly 
is minimal, and hence the flexural stiffness change at the package periphery is 
negligible. As a result, localized PCB deformation and the induced PCB interfacial 
strain along the package short-side are significantly reduced. Since the package is very 
compliant (E’pkg → 0), the bonding effects of interconnections cause the soft package 





Parametric Study (Static Loading)
deformation in both PCB and package interfaces. The interfacial strains of the PCB 
and the package converge (Figure 8.6) under this situation. Consequently, this small 
interfacial mismatch induces negligible interconnection von Mises stress.  
 
Figure 8.6 also shows that the package interfacial strain remains fairly constant with 
the variation of package moduli and is also much smaller than the PCB interfacial 
strain. (This situation is also observed in other parametric studies discussed later.) 
Hence, the extent of PCB deformation at the PCB-interconnection interface is the 
governing factor that causes interfacial mismatch and induces interconnection failure. 
 
 



























Figure 8.7: Variation of corner strains and max von Mises stress with PCB 
material modulus (static FE model). 














Parametric Study (Static Loading)
Figure 8.7, shows that when the stiffness of the PCB increases, the PCB surface strain 
decreases while the package surface strain increases due to a shift of the neutral axis 
towards the PCB upper surface (Figure 8.8b). With a more compliant PCB (Figure 
8.8a), the neutral axis lies nearer to the lower surface of the package; the resulting PCB 
surface strain therefore increases while the package surface strain decreases (Figure 
8.7). A drastic change in PCB strain is observed in Figure 8.7 when E’PCB is reduced 










A physical illustration of the influence of PCB stiffness on the interconnection is 
depicted in Figure 8.9. Compared to a stiff PCB, a compliant PCB (E’PCB → 0), is 
more ready to adopt a compromise deformation and kink locally near the package 
boundary [12].  Similar board responses are also observed in the simulated models as 





























In Figure 8.10(a), the vertical displacement contour plot for compliant PCB (E’PCB → 
0) shows that there is a sudden change in displacement near the package periphery, 
causing a ‘kink’ or highly localized deformation in PCB. The localized kink results in 
a sudden increase of PCB surface strain near the package corner. Although localized 
PCB deformation is observed, there is a sudden drop in the von Mises stress of the 
interconnection. The small interconnection stress is attributed to the decrease in 
interconnection strain as a result of the compromised PCB deformation, highlighted in 
Figure 8.9. For this situation, the rise in PCB strain does not indicate that the 
interconnections are subjected to severe loading. 
 
(a) E’PCB → 0 
(b) E’PCB >>1 
Figure 8.10: Side-view of vertical displacement contour plots for 









Parametric Study (Static Loading)
Conversely for stiff PCB (E’PCB >>1), the variation of vertical displacement contour in 
Figure 8.10(b) is gradual from the loading pin to the support pin. No sudden change in 














The approach described in Section 8.1 is employed to analyse interconnection stresses, 
as well as PCB and package interfacial strains at the critical interconnection. The 
results are plotted in Figure 8.11. For a compliant PCB (E’PCB → 0), the deformation 
compromise does not cause the PCB to kink locally at the PCB-interconnection 
interface. Localized kinking is only observed at the upper PCB surface, indicated by 
the abrupt increase in PCB surface strain (Figure 8.7). Both interfacial strains decrease 
instead, due to the compromised deformation, and the induced interconnection stress 
also reduces. 
 
As the PCB becomes stiffer, it will be more resistant to flexural loading. Since the 
PCB is prone to localized deformation near the package periphery (Figure 8.5b), and 
Figure 8.11: Variation of interfacial strains and max von Mises stress at 





Parametric Study (Static Loading)
enhanced PCB stiffness will reduce the extent of such localized deformation. 
Consequently, PCB interfacial strain and the mismatch between PCB and package 
interfaces are reduced. These board responses result in a slight drop in the von Mises 






































Figure 8.12: Variation of corner strains and von Mises stress with 
package thickness (static FE model). 














Parametric Study (Static Loading)
As discussed in Chapter 4, any change in component thickness will have an effect on 
the neutral axis position. For thicker packages (T’pkg >> 1), the neutral axis will shift 
towards package lower surface (Figure 8.13b); consequently, the PCB surface strain 
increases while the package surface strain decreases instead (Figure 8.12). The flexural 
stiffness of a thick package can be so significant that the package surface ceases to 
deform when T’pkg is more than 2.0. 
 
If the package becomes so thin (T’pkg → 0) that its thickness is negligible, the neutral 
axis can be assumed to lie along the mid-plane of the PCB layer, as shown in Figure 
8.13a. The distances between the neutral axis and the two surfaces are approximately 























A thicker package (T’pkg >> 1) will increase considerably the effective flexural 
stiffness of the board assembly within the package perimeter. At the package periphery 
along the short-side, the change in effective flexural stiffness will thus be more 
Figure 8.14: Variation of interfacial strains and max von Mises stress at critical 
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significant and likely to induce localized PCB deformation. Consequently, greater 
strain mismatch between the interconnection interfaces with the PCB and the package 
will induce a higher interconnection stress. Compared to the stiff package 
configuration (E’pkg >> 1) shown in Figure 8.6, a thick package will induce a higher 
PCB interfacial strain and more severe interconnection stresses (Figure 8.14). To 
increase the flexural stiffness of a package in board assembly design, it is desirable to 
increase the package modulus rather than its thickness. 
 
In Figure 8.14, the magnitude of the PCB interfacial strain is observed to drop and 
converge to that of the package interfacial strain as the package thickness becomes 
negligible (T’pkg → 0). This situation arises because the flexural behaviour of board 
assembly is relatively unaffected by the presence of the thin package. Thus, there is 
negligible change in the effective flexural stiffness near the package periphery and 
localized PCB deformation will not be induced. The low flexural stiffness of thin 
package allows the package interface to flex in tandem with the PCB interface. 
Consequently, the extent of interfacial strain mismatch is reduced and the 
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If the PCB is thicker (T’PCB >> 1), its flexural stiffness will increase correspondingly, 
so the neutral axis of the board assembly is expected to shift towards the PCB upper 
surface (Figure 8.16b), inducing a higher package surface strain and lower PCB 
surface strain. The increase in package surface strain is very gradual (Figure 8.15), 
suggesting that the neutral axis shift (∆ y) may not be significant. However, the PCB 
strain is observed to increase with a thicker PCB configuration (Figure 8.15).  
 
 
Figure 8.15: Variation of corner strains and max von Mises stress 
with PCB thickness (static FE model). 
Thin PCB  





















Figure 8.17 illustrates that this PCB strain increment is possible because as the PCB 
thickness increases, the distance between the neutral axis and the PCB surface (c’) 
increases with respect to the original separation (c). Although thicker PCBs may 
resemble stiffer PCBs, the resulting PCB strain does not decrease as predicted in 
Figure 8.7. This observation suggests that the predicted board responses arising from 
changes in E’PCB and T’PCB are generally different.  
 
If the PCB thickness becomes negligible (T’PCB → 0), the resulting neutral axis may be 
assumed to be along the mid-plane of the package layer (Figure 8.16a). Therefore, 
Figure 8.15 shows that the surface strains of the PCB and package are quite similar 
when T’PCB reduces below 0.5. It is also observed that both PCB and package surface 
strains approach zero as the PCB becomes very thin. This situation may be attributed 
to the compromised deformation (Figure 8.9) because a thin PCB (T’PCB → 0) 




































 In Figure 8.18a, the vertical displacement contour plot for thin PCB shows that the 
PCB region within the package perimeter does not flex significantly, ensuing minimal 
PCB deformation. In contrast to the compliant PCB configuration (Figure 8.7), 
compromised deformation of thin PCB configuration (T’PCB → 0) does not induce 
sudden rise in the PCB surface strain because localized kinking in the PCB is not near 
the package periphery, as shown in Figure 8.18a. 
 
For thick PCB configuration (Figure 8.18b), the variation of vertical displacement 
between the support and loading pin is less drastic with no sudden kink in PCB. The 
PCB region flexes more readily within the package perimeter, inducing higher PCB 
surface strain. 
(a) E’PCB → 0 
(b) E’PCB >>1 Loading pin 
Supporting pin 
Package 
Figure 8.18: Side-view of vertical displacement contour plots for 


























Figure 8.19 shows that if the PCB is too thin and compliant (T’PCB → 0), compromised 
deformation will take place and the board assembly region within the package 
perimeter ceases to flex readily. Consequently, the package interfacial strain becomes 
negligible and the PCB interfacial strain drops drastically. The PCB interfacial strain 
increases steadily with PCB thickness because the PCB is more able to flex without 
adopting a compromised deformation.  
 
When the value of T’PCB lies between 1 and 2 (see Figure 8.19), the PCB interfacial 
strain increment becomes gradual. This strain response is attributed to the higher 
stiffness of a thicker PCB. The stiffer PCB is less able to undergo localized 
deformation near the package periphery. However, if the PCB is thicker (T’PCB >> 1), 
the position of the effective neutral axis lies further away from the interface (Figure 
8.17) and the PCB interfacial strain continues to increase despite enhanced stiffness. 
Consequently, interfacial strain mismatch between PCB and package interfaces 
persists and the associated von Mises stress in the interconnection increases with PCB 
thickness. 
Figure 8.19: Variation of interfacial strains and max von Mises stress at 
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To study the effects of different solder material, simulations with different solder 
moduli E’solder (normalized with respect to the modulus of the PCB), are compared. 
Figure 8.20 shows that the solder material modulus has minimal effect on the board 
strain responses. Since the total volume of the interconnections is negligible compared 
to that of the board assembly, the presence of thin discrete interconnections is 
insignificant in terms of affecting the flexural behaviour of the board assembly. 
However, the interconnection stress induced increases with a higher solder modulus, 










Figure 8.20: Variation of corner strains and max von Mises stress with solder 






















Although the solder material does not affect the flexural behaviour of the PCB and 
package significantly, it has a noticeable effect on the PCB and package interfaces. 
The interfacial strains (Figure 8.21) show that with a higher solder material modulus 
(E’solder >> 1), the interconnections reinforce the PCB interface but induce a higher 






Under flexural loading, stiff interconnections bind the package tightly to the PCB and 
the bending moment is more readily transmitted to the package; thus the package 
experiences a larger degree of flexure (Figure 8.22a). As a result, the package surface 
and interfacial strains (Figures 8.20 and 8.21) increase with solder material modulus. 
Conversely, for soft solder material, the interconnections deform more readily and the 
Figure 8.21: Variation of interfacial strains and max von Mises stress at the critical 
interconnection with solder material modulus (static FE model) 
(a) Stiff interconnections (b) Soft interconnections 
Figure 8.22: Schematic diagrams depicting flexural behaviour for 
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package does not flex fully in tandem with the PCB as shown in Figure 8.22b. 
Although the interfacial strain mismatch is smaller if the solder material is stiffer, the 
resulting von Mises stress increases. 
 
To understand this contrast between the interfacial mismatch and the von Mises stress, 
the strain and stress components of the critical interconnection are examined (Table 
8.2). Stress and strain components corresponding to different solder material modulus 
are normalized with respect to the most detrimental stress and strain components, 
extracted from the reference FE model. The most detrimental normal and shear stress 













Based on stress-strain relationships, it is expected that a higher solder material 
modulus will result in smaller deformation of the solder interconnection for a given 
applied deflection at the centre of the board. Intuitively, the induced strain in the 
interconnection should be smaller. However, the simulation results in Table 8.2 for the 
Table 8.2: Normalized stress and strain components in critical interconnection. 
11 22 33 12 13 23
10 -0.15 -0.39 2.77 -0.03 1.95 -0.77
20 0.07 -0.25 1.60 -0.03 1.33 -0.50
33.58 0.18 -0.19 1.00 -0.03 1.00 -0.35
40 0.20 -0.17 0.84 -0.03 0.91 -0.31
50 0.23 -0.15 0.67 -0.03 0.80 -0.27





Normal Strains Shear Strains
11 22 33 12 13 23
10 0.36 0.33 0.74 -0.01 0.58 -0.23
20 0.50 0.42 0.89 -0.02 0.80 -0.30
33.58 0.65 0.49 1.00 -0.03 1.00 -0.35
40 0.71 0.51 1.03 -0.04 1.08 -0.37
50 0.79 0.55 1.07 -0.05 1.19 -0.40
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critical solder interconnection show that a higher material modulus will induce larger 











It is observed from Table 8.2 that most of the strain components including the 
detrimental components (ε33 and ε13) decrease with a higher solder material modulus. 
However, all the resulting stress components increase with material modulus. Based on 
the stress-strain relationships shown above, this implies that the decrease in strain is 
insufficient to offset the increase in stress arising from a larger material modulus. The 
increase in material modulus is sufficiently significant that the associated stress 
increases.  
 
Migration from the use of eutectic leaded solder to lead-free solder may be the biggest 
challenge currently. Lead-free solder has a larger modulus (46GPa) while eutectic 
solder is softer (33.58GPa). Based on the interconnection simulation results, the stress 
induced in the stiffer lead-free solder will be higher. It would therefore be important to 
use lead-free solder with a lower material modulus to improve tolerance against 
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Parametric Study (Static Loading)
8.6 Design Considerations (Static Bend Test) 
 
Typical portable products such as mobile phones are subjected to several cycles of 
flexing induced by pressing the keypad during use [1-2]. As portable products are 
continually being reduced in size, smaller electronic packages and thinner PCB are 
used. Consequently, the board assembly is becoming more susceptible to flexing 
which causes mechanical fatigue of the interconnections. Therefore, it is imperative to 
























One design approach is to determine the magnitude of force required for the board 
assembly to attain a given deflection. In the parametric study of three-point bending, 
the required force to induce a deflection of 1mm is a measure of flexural strength to 
withstand external load. In Figure 8.23, predicted force responses for different 
parameter combinations are normalized with respect to force response of the reference 
FE model. 




































where E = material modulus 
t = thickness 
b = width 
ymax = centre deflection 
L = support span 
 
In the force-deflection equation for three-point bending of a beam, since force is 
related to the cube of the beam thickness, component thickness will have a more 
significant effect on the required force than compared to material modulus. Therefore, 
the plots in Figure 8.23 show that the force increment is much steeper for an increase 
in component thickness (T’pkg and T’PCB).  
 
Since product miniaturization is a key priority in portable product design, the major 
focus is to make the internal components as thin as possible. Figure 8.23 shows that if 
the PCB thickness is reduced below 1.3 times that of the package thickness, the 
magnitude of required force (in blue) is the lowest. This indicates that the board 
assembly is likely to flex easily when subjected to a very small load.   
 
To stiffen a thin board assembly against flexural loading, it will be ideal to increase the 
material moduli of the PCB and package. However, if alteration of the material 
modulus is not possible for a thin profile board assembly design, the alternative 
approach is to reduce the package thickness instead of that of the PCB. This ensures 




































The relationships between the von Mises stress at the critical interconnection and non-
dimensionalized thickness and stiffness values are depicted in Figure 8.24. The trends 
show that a reduction in the material modulus and thickness of the components reduces 
the stress experienced in the interconnections. However, this reduction in parameters 
will make the board assembly less able to withstand flexural loading because it is 
likely to flex easily when subjected to a very small load. If a slight reduction in 
flexural stiffness is tolerable, it will be desirable to reduce the package thickness 
because the package thickness (green line) influences the induced interconnection 
stress significantly. Conversely, it is undesirable to use a thick package, since the von 
Mises stress induced will increase drastically. Stiffening of the PCB is another 
approach to reduce induced stress. This has other favourable factors because the 
Figure 8.24: Effects of stiffness and thickness on maximum von Mises stress 
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overall board flexural stiffness is enhanced and smaller PCB strains will be induced. 
Such a board assembly is more robust in terms of flexural resistance. 
 
Based on the force, surface and interfacial strains, as well as the solder interconnection 
stress for different board assembly configurations, the effects of material and 
dimensional parameters corresponding to three-point bending have been investigated 
and explained. This parametric study offers insights into the interaction between the 
package and the PCB that will induce solder interconnection stresses. The large PCB 
interfacial strain and the resulting interfacial strain mismatch between the PCB and 
package interfaces is associated with the high von Mises stress in the interconnection. 
From the predicted variations of stress and deformation under static loading, in terms 
of how they are governed by different material and dimensional parameters, board 
design can be optimized to withstand static flexure and reduce solder interconnection 
stresses. Although the thiness of portable products is an important attractive feature, 
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To determine the design margins of an electronic packaging assembly, a parametric 
study is performed to investigate the responses of different board configurations under 
dynamic drop conditions. Since the loading and boundary conditions of drop impact 
testing is generally different than that in static three-point bending, the corresponding 
dynamic board responses will also vary accordingly. Consequently, a board assembly 
might fail during a drop impact, at a strain level below the acceptable reliability 
criterion based on static bending conditions. Hence, it is important to understand how 
board assemblies respond to dynamic loading when parameters are varied. 
 
Using the same approach as that outlined in Chapter 8, a parametric study is performed 
to evaluate the effects of dimensional and material parameter combinations. 
Parameters studied include the material modulus, as well as the thickness and density 
of the package (pkg) and PCB. To quantify the variation in these parameters, the 
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Material Modulus (GPa) Thickness (mm) Density (kg/m3)
PCB  EPCB(Fixed) = 23.6 TPCB(Fixed) = 1.0 DPCB(Fixed) = 2333




The fixed or reference value (denominator in the non-dimensionalized ratio) allows 
variation in the parameter of interest to be quantified in terms of a relative change. The 
reference parameters from the reference FE model are tabulated in Table 9.1. All 
dynamic FE modelling correspond to an applied half-sine acceleration input pulse with 
a 4000G amplitude and a duration of 0.3 milliseconds.  
 
Predicted responses such as maximum board deflection, surface and interfacial strains 
and von Mises stress in the solder interconnection are normalized with respect to the 
respective maximum deflection, PCB corner strain and von Mises stress in the solder 
interconnection of the reference FE model. As highlighted in Chapter 8, the von Mises 





9.1  Influence of Package Material Modulus (E’pkg) 
 
With reference to the interconnection failure analysis reported by Wong et al [12], 
differential flexing and inertial force are identified as the failure drivers. Since the 
input G-force and overall mass of the board assembly remains constant in the 
parametric analysis of package and PCB material moduli, differential flexing is the key 
factor that determines the solder interconnection stress. Moreover, the interconnection 
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stress arise from board bending is two orders of magnitude higher than inertial stress 






















Figure 9.1 shows that as the package becomes stiffer, the central deflection induced 
decreases slightly because a stiffer package enhances the effective flexural stiffness of 
the board assembly. However, the decrease in deflection attributed to this stiffening 
effect is not significant; suggesting that package stiffness may not be a dominant factor 
in board flexure. 
 
Both the package and PCB corner strains are observed to decrease when the package is 
stiffer (E’pkg >> 1). Reduction in the strain at the package corner is attributed to the 
smaller deflection and change in the position of the neutral axis; this has been 
highlighted in Figure 8.2c in the parametric analysis of static loading. Since a board 
assembly with a stiffer package experiences a smaller deflection, the PCB corner strain 
does not increase in the same way as that predicted for static loading (Figure 8.1). This 
Figure 9.1: Variation of corner strain, central deflection and max von Mises stress 
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difference suggests that the PCB strain under dynamic loading is strongly dependent 


















Using the same approach as that in the parametric analysis for static loading (Chapter 8) 
to study interfacial strains, the variation of maximum dynamic interfacial strain near 
the critical solder interconnection is depicted in Figure 9.2. When the package is very 
compliant (E’pkg → 0), both interfacial strains converge and the von Mises stress in the 
interconnection is smallest. A compliant package has negligible flexural stiffness and 
does not influence the effective flexural stiffness of the board assembly at the package 
periphery. Due to the bonding effect of solder interconnections, the compliant package 
interface is conformed to flex in tandem with the PCB interface. Therefore, mismatch 
between interfacial strains is minimal when the package is very compliant. Although 
the board deflection induced is larger for compliant packages (Figure 9.1), the 
interfacial response described above explains why the von Mises stress is reduced 
instead.  
Figure 9.2: Variation of interfacial strain and max von Mises stress at critical 
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For a stiff package (E’pkg >> 1), the difference between the interfacial strains at the top 
and bottom of a solder interconnection becomes more significant; this leads to higher 
interconnection stresses. Due to a significant change in the effective flexural stiffness 
at the package periphery, the strain at the PCB interface remains higher than that with 
the package. However, the PCB interfacial strain decreases slightly with a stiffer 



























The PCB is a major component of the board assembly and its deflection is governed by 
its flexural stiffness. If the PCB is very compliant (E’PCB → 0), the deflection increases 
significantly, resulting in a higher PCB strain, as illustrated in Figure 9.3. However, 
the interconnection stress induced does not increase correspondingly with the large 
board deflection. A possible reason is the occurrence of compromised deformation 
Figure 9.3: Variation of corner strains, deflection and max von Mises stress 
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[12], as illustrated in Figure 8.9. The deflection is so severe that it could have offset 
the expected decrease in interconnection stress arising from the compromised 
deformation. Hence, the interconnection stress remains fairly constant even though the 
PCB is more compliant. Although the induced interconnection stress is not a major 
concern under this situation, the large PCB deformation can cause delamination within 
the multi-layered printed circuit board and breakage of copper traces. 
 
In the case of a stiff PCB (E’PCB >> 1), the PCB strain drops because the increase in 
flexural rigidity of the board assembly improves its resistance to inertial loading and 
the induced deflection decreases consequently. Moreover, the change in the position of 
the neutral axis towards the upper surface of the PCB also reduces PCB strain and 
increases package strain. Detailed explanations can be inferred from Section 8.2 of the 













If the PCB is very compliant (E’PCB → 0), the PCB interfacial strain does not increase 
as much as the PCB surface strain (Figure 9.3). This response arises from 
Figure 9.4: Variation of interfacial strains and max von Mises stress at the critical 
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compromised deformation [12], whereby the compliant PCB kinks easily near the 
package periphery as shown in Figure 8.10. However, the large board deflection 
overrides the possible drop in interfacial strains because of the compromised 
deformation. Consequently, the interfacial strains remain fairly constant, resulting in 
little variation in the von Mises stress. Both the interfacial strains and interconnection 





























A thicker package will be stiffer but also induce more severe inertia loading on the 
board assembly. The increase in inertial loading is attributed to the higher mass of a 
thicker package. These two competing factors (stiffness and higher inertia) tend to 
Figure 9.5: Variation of corner strains, deflection and max von Mises stress 
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cancel each other; consequently, Figure 9.5 shows that package thickness does not 
affect the board deflection induced significantly.  
 
For a very thin package (T’pkg → 0), the distances from the neutral axis to the PCB and 
package surfaces can be assumed to be identical (Figure 8.13a); therefore, the PCB and 
package surface strains are almost equal. However, if the package is thicker, the 
distance between neutral axis and package surface increases 
 
For a given deflection under static loading (Figure 8.12), the PCB strain increases with 
package thickness while the package strain decreases because of the change in the 
position of the neutral axis, illustrated in Figure 8.13. Under dynamic loading (Figure 
9.5), since the board deflection induced does not differ significantly with variation in 
package thickness, the PCB strain should increase, based on the reasoning used in the 
parametric static analysis of Section 8.3. The dynamic PCB corner strain is observed to 
remain fairly constant – a situation not predicted by the parametric static analysis. This 
dynamic board response shows that the variation in package thickness does not affect 
PCB deformation markedly in dynamic loading.  
 
Similar situation is also observed in the variation of the package material modulus 
(E’pkg), whereby the PCB strains do not change significantly (Figure 9.1). 
Consequently, it can be deduced that the package material and geometrical parameters 
(surface-mounted components) are unlikely to be critical factors that affect the board 
responses during dynamic loading. Figures 9.1, 9.3 and 9.5 show that variations in the 
PCB surface strains follow the deflection profiles closely during dynamic loading. 




























Figure 9.6 shows that when the package is very thin (T’pkg → 0), the interfacial strains 
of the PCB and package converge, indicating little strain mismatch between the 
interfaces.  The package is so thin that its thickness is negligible compared to the PCB 
thickness. For this situation, the flexural stiffness of thin package is so insignificant 
that it does not generate any significant change in the effective board flexural stiffness 
at the package periphery that will induce high PCB interfacial strain. Since the thin 
(and compliant) package can deform easily together with the PCB along the PCB-
package interface, hence deformation at the PCB and package interfaces is almost 
equal. 
 
Strain mismatch between the interfaces becomes more severe as the package thickness 
increases (T’pkg >> 1). This accounts for the higher von Mises stress in the 
interconnection. It is observed that the PCB interfacial strain increases with package 
thickness, suggesting that the flexural stiffness of package has a significant effect at 
the PCB-package interface during dynamic loading. As postulated in the parametric 
Figure 9.6: Variation of interfacial strains and max von Mises stress at the 
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static analysis (Section 8.1), if the change in effective flexural stiffness near the 
package periphery is significant, the PCB can deform readily at this location. During 
dynamic loading with a thicker package, such localized PCB deformation is only 
observed at the PCB-interconnection interface. This board behaviour results in a higher 
strain at the PCB-interconnection interface (Figure 9.6) and severe interfacial strain 
mismatch between the two interfaces as well as higher interconnection stress. The PCB 
surface strain is relatively unaffected by the flexural stiffness of the package, as 
illustrated by Figure 9.5. Hence, the influence of package parameters on the dynamic 
board responses is more significant at the PCB- and package-interconnection interfaces, 




9.3.1  Influence of Package Thickness (T”pkg) – Constant Mass  
 
 
In board-level drop testing, the inertial force arising from sudden impact is one of the 
critical drivers of interconnection failure [12].  The magnitude of the inertial force will 
affect board deflection. If the PCB or package has a larger mass, the inertial force 
(mass X acceleration) acting on the board assembly will increase, inducing more 
severe board deflection during impact. Since PCB flexure and deflection have a 
significant effect on the peeling stress at the interconnection [12], the total mass of the 
board assembly can be detrimental to interconnection integrity. 
 
If the thickness of the PCB or package is varied, the flexural stiffness and overall mass 
of the board assembly will also change. Hence, a thicker component will be more 
resistant to board flexure, but also experience a larger inertial force. These two 
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To study the effects of flexural stiffness due to thickness variation alone, the overall 
mass of the board assembly must be kept constant. In this part of parametric study 
(Section 9.3.1), the density of the package will be changed accordingly as its thickness 
is varied. This arrangement ensures that the overall mass of the board assembly 
























By maintaining a consistent inertial loading for different package thickness, the 
flexural stiffness of the package is observed to have a more significant impact on board 
deflection (Figure 9.7). PCB board with a thicker package is observed to be more 
resistant to flexure. This situation is different from the earlier observation (Figure 9.5); 
whereby inertial loading arising from a thicker (heavier) package tends to cancel out 
the effect of greater stiffness. 
 
From Figure 9.7, a few observations can be made: both PCB and package surface 
strains converge when the package is very thin and the von Mises stress induced in the 
Figure 9.7: Variation of corner strains, deflection and max von Mises stress with 
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critical interconnection increases with package thickness. These trends are also 
observed in the dynamic responses (Figure 9.5) involving inertia effects. (Detailed 
explanations of the strain and stress variations can be inferred from Section 9.3.) The 
main difference between the two board responses (with and without a change in inertia) 
is the magnitude of the board deflection induced, which affects the resulting strain and 
stress. It is of interest to investigate the inertia effects (for different package masses) 
on interconnections by subjecting the board assembly to a common deflection. This 
parametric approach will be discussed later in Section 9.7. 
 
 
























Figure 9.8 shows that the deflection induced is highly dependent on the PCB thickness. 
A slight decrease in PCB thickness will result in significant board deflection. When a 
Figure 9.8: Variation of corner strains, deflection and max von Mises 
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board assembly comprising a thin PCB (T’PCB → 0) is subjected to dynamic loading, 
an excessively large board deflection is induced in the compliant PCB, but the PCB 
corner strain decreases. These responses indicate that the board assembly undergoes 













Figure 9.9 shows the predicted board deformation at maximum deflection for thin and 
thick PCBs. The expected localized kink in the PCB due to compromised deformation 
is located beyond the package perimeter, as shown in Figure 9.9a. The PCB region 
within the package boundary remains relatively flat, which accounts for the decrease in 
the PCB corner strain. On the contrary, for a thick PCB (Figure 9.9b), localized 
deformation is absent and the PCB near the package periphery deforms more readily, 
and thus a higher PCB corner strain is induced. 
 
For a thicker PCB (T’PCB >> 1), the overall mass and flexural stiffness of the board 
assembly is increased. The consequent increases in inertial loading and flexural 
stiffness are competing factors which tend to oppose each other with regard to the 
deflection response. Figure 9.8 shows that the board deflection decreases noticeably 
with a thicker PCB. From this observation, it can be deduced that the stiffening effect 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 9.9: Simulated maximum deflection profiles for 
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of a thicker and heavier PCB is more significant than a higher inertial loading. 
However, this stiffening of the board response is not observed when the package 
thickness is increased (see Section 9.3 and Figure 9.5). This suggests that the thickness 
of the package does not affect the overall response of the board assembly significantly. 
 
The increase in PCB strain with PCB thickness is also predicted by simulations of 
static loading (Figure 8.15). This observation suggests that the change in position of 
the neutral axis with a thicker PCB (Figure 8.16b) is also associated with the increase 
in PCB strain shown in Figure 9.8. However, when the PCB becomes excessively thick 
(T’PCB >> 1), the increase in PCB strain becomes more gradual. This smaller increase 
in PCB strain and the drop in interconnection von Mises stress are attributed to a 
smaller board deflection as a result of having a thicker PCB, which is also stiffer. If the 
thick PCB assembly is made to undergo same (larger) magnitude of deflection as 
experienced in the reference assembly, higher PCB strains and interconnection von 





















Figure 9.10: Variation of interfacial strains and max von Mises stress at the 
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Figure 9.10 shows that changes in both interfacial strains are quite insignificant when 
the PCB thickness is varied. Excessive deflection of a compliant PCB (T’PCB → 0) 
does not have any significant effect on the interfacial strains, indicating that 
compromised deformation has induced localized PCB deformation outside the package 
perimeter (Figure 9.9a). Consequently, the von Mises stress induced at the critical 
interconnection remains fairly constant. These trends indicate that the interconnection 
stress is closely related to the strain difference or strain mismatch between the PCB 




9.5  Influence of Package Density (D’pkg) 
 
In a board-level drop test, the board assembly undergoes free fall together with the 
drop platen. When the drop platen makes contact with the target surface, its velocity is 
rapidly reduced to zero but the board assembly is still travelling downwards. 
Consequently, the board assembly flexes downwards because of its inertia. The inertial 
force depends on its mass; hence, a variation of the density of the mounted 





























Figure 9.11 depicts how the board responses vary with package density. These 
predicted board responses are normalized with the respective responses in the 
reference FE model. The board deflection, surface corner strains and the von Mises 
stress at the critical interconnection are observed to increase linearly with package 
density. It is interesting to note that all the board responses are observed to increase 
proportionally at the same rate with package density. These trends imply that any 
change in package density will cause all the board responses to vary at the same rate. 
For instance, if a change in package density results in a 5% increase in board 
deflection, the corresponding strain responses and critical interconnection stress will 
also experience a 5% increase in magnitude. Hence, large electronic packages which 




Figure 9.11: Variation of corner strains, deflection and max von Mises stress 
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In Figure 9.12, all the board responses are normalized with respect to their respective 
magnitudes in the reference FE model. All the board responses exhibit a similar 
proportional change with PCB density. This trend is also observed in the parametric 
study on package density (Section 9.5). However, changes in the board responses are 
much larger when the PCB thickness is varied, because the PCB is the main 









Figure 9.12: Variation of corner strains, central deflection and max von Mises stress 






Parametric Study (Dynamic Loading)
Light Original Massive
Package Density (kg/m3) 500 2883 6000




9.7  Influence of Package Density – Constant Deflection (D”pkg) 
 
One of the main drivers of interconnection failure in drop impact is identified as the 
inertial force arising from the mass of electronic packages [12]. During impact 







Figure 9.13 illustrates how interconnections experience inertial forces (product of 
package acceleration and mass) during drop impacts. As a result, the interconnections 
fail when the resulting inertial force exceeds a threshold limit. A recent technical paper 
[13] states that inertial stress due to deceleration of the package and its solder 
interconnections can be computed using D’ Alembert’s Principle. The calculations 
show that the interconnection stress due to board bending is two orders of magnitude 
higher than that due to acceleration. This deduction has yet to be verified by 
experiments and computational simulation; hence, it is of interest to investigate the 









In Table 9.2, the package density and acceleration pulses are varied so as to induce a 
board deflection identical to that in the reference FE model. For instance, the board 
assembly with a light package has a larger acceleration pulse (1.13a) for its loading 
Figure 9.13: Inertial force arising from deceleration. [12] 





Parametric Study (Dynamic Loading)
input to achieve the desired magnitude of deflection (6.76mm). The variations in 
parameters ensure that board assemblies with different package masses will experience 















Acceleration pulses applied as input to the FE models are depicted in Figure 9.14. All 
the acceleration pulses have the same duration but different peak values. This ensures 
that the pulse duration does not contribute to variation in the dynamic responses 
because researchers [17] had reported that the pulse duration can significantly affect 






































It is observed in Figure 9.15 that a lighter board assembly will experience a higher 
flexing frequency than a heavy board assembly. When the acceleration pulse 
disappears after impact, the board assembly will vibrate at its resonant frequencies, of 
which the fundamental frequency is usually the most prominent [27]. For given 
boundary conditions and board dimensions, the fundamental frequency [27] of board 




where fn = resonant frequency 
 C = parameter constant 
 ρ = density 





 E = material modulus 
 µ = Poisson’s ratio 
h = thickness 
Figure 9.15: Deflection responses of board assemblies with 







Parametric Study (Dynamic Loading)
Since the material modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the FE models are unchanged in this 
study, the fundamental frequency of the board assembly can be assumed to be 
inversely proportional to the square root of density. This relationship explains why a 





















The package masses investigated in this parametric study are 4.8, 27.8 and 57.9 grams. 
Figure 9.16 shows that variation of the maximum von Mises stress in the critical 
interconnection is insignificant as the package density is changed. Given that the 
reference package density is increased by 100% (to 6000 kg/m3) while the input 
acceleration pulse is only decreased by 12%, the interconnection von Mises stress 
induced does not vary significantly. This proves that the inertial force exerted by the 
package is negligible in terms of inducing additional loading on the interconnections. 
This prediction is valid for reasonably heavy packages (below 100 grams). In rare 
cases whereby the package is very heavy, the von Mises stress induced by inertial 
loading might be more significant. It is also observed that for a prescribed deflection, 
the von Mises stress of each FE model remains relatively constant. It can be deduced 
Figure 9.16: Variation of interconnection von Mises stress 





Parametric Study (Dynamic Loading)
that the extent of board flexing is the dominant factor that affects the magnitude of the 
interconnection stress.  
 
In the discussion in Section 9.5 (Figure 9.11), the interconnection stress increases with 
package density for a given loading condition (acceleration pulse). By relating the 
significance of inertial loading (on interconnections) to the mechanical responses 
shown in Figure 9.11, the increase in interconnection stress is solely attributed to the 
larger deflection of a heavier board assembly. A heavy package will induce a larger 
board deflection, which subsequently increases the flexural loading and 
interconnection stresses. However, the direct inertial loading on the interconnection 



























Figure 9.17: Variation of corner strains, central deflection and max von Mises stress 






Parametric Study (Dynamic Loading)
The effects of solder material modulus on the strain and deflection responses are found 
to be negligible (Figure 9.17). However, the von Mises stress of the interconnection 
increases with material modulus. A similar situation is also reflected in the responses 
predicted by the static parametric study (Figure 8.20). (Detailed explanations can be 
inferred from the static analysis in Section 8.5.)  
 
From the mechanical responses for both static and dynamic loading, a solder with a 
higher material modulus will experience a higher stress for a given set of loading 
conditions. Since lead-free (SnAgCu) solder has a larger material modulus than 
eutectic solder (SnPb), the lead-free solder will experience a more severe loading. 
With the migration from eutectic solder to lead-free solder in current board assembly 
designs, this raises concern about mechanical reliability when using the new solder 
material. Therefore, to enhance the impact tolerance of a board assembly, solder 

















Parametric Study (Dynamic Loading)
9.9 Design Considerations (Dynamic Drop Test) 
 
 
Product-level tests [21-22] show that the PCB flexes and warps within the product 
casing. The response of a PCB to drop impact will determine if failure of components 
or interconnections will occur. Impact tolerance is becoming an increasingly important 
aspect of reliability of portable electronic products, especially when delicate board 
assemblies with thinner profiles and fine-pitch package components are incorporated 
into product design. To address this concern in design considerations, variations in the 
material and geometrical parameters of board components are related to corresponding 
board responses. This parametric study provides insights into how different board 
configurations respond to dynamic loading. 
 
From previous studies, the integrity of an interconnection is primarily governed by 
flexing of the board assembly. The extent of board flexure has a direct influence on the 
stress induced in components and interconnections. It is essential to design a board 
assembly that does not flex excessively under dynamic loading. To study the effects of 
material and structural parameters on board flexure, the corresponding board 



































When the package is stiffer or thicker (E’pkg or T’pkg), the resultant stiffening on the 
board assembly is not pronounced because the corresponding reduction in board 
deflection is negligible. Package parameters are found to have the smallest effect on 
the deflection responses. However, a slight decrease in the stiffness or thickness of the 
PCB (E’PCB or T’PCB) will result a significant increase in board deflection. This 
deflection response raises concern about the robustness of a board assembly in portable 
products with very thin profiles.  
 
Since product miniaturization is a key design priority, the modulus of the PCB material 
must be high enough to compensate loss of flexural stiffness associated with a thinner 
Figure 9.18: Variation of board deflection with parameter ratios 












































Parametric Study (Dynamic Loading)
profile. Alternatively, if the material property of PCB cannot be enhanced, the 
thickness of the package can be reduced to give a thinner overall board assembly 
profile. This design approach is possible because Figure 9.18 shows that the thickness 
of the package (T’pkg) does not significantly affect the deflection response. 
 
Another board assembly reliability aspect is the magnitude of the von Mises stress 
induced in the critical interconnection. Since the maximum stress and corresponding 
drop impact life are closely correlated [14, 16-17], it is important to minimize the 
interconnection stress induced through board assembly design. To address this concern, 
the relationships between (normalized) maximum von Mises stress in the critical 


















Figure 9.19 shows that the dominant board assembly parameters are the package 
thickness (T’pkg) and PCB density (D’PCB). To improve drop impact performance, it is 
important to have a thinner package and lighter PCB. A thin package also allows the 
board assembly to have a slimmer profile to fit within the compact dimensions of 
Figure 9.19: Variation of von Mises stress in critical interconnection with 





Parametric Study (Dynamic Loading)
portable products. A compliant package (E’pkg) also results in a desirable reduction in 
the interconnection stress, although this configuration will undergo a slightly larger 
board deflection. Although the decrease in stiffness or thickness (E’PCB or T’PCB) of 
PCB does not affect the interconnection stress significantly, the corresponding 
excessive board deflection predicted in Figure 9.18 is undesirable. 
 
Although the boundary and loading conditions differ greatly between static bend tests 
and dynamic drop tests, variation in the material and dimensional parameters of the 
board assembly generates somewhat similar changes in the board responses. The PCB 
and package interfacial responses at the interconnections are closely related to the 
interconnection stresses induced, a situation predicted in static FE analysis too. An 
examination of the interconnection stress responses under static and dynamic loading 
indicates clearly that a thick package will induce high interconnection stresses. A 
reduction in interconnection stress can also be achieved if the thickness and stiffness of 
the component are reduced. However, the resulting flexural resistance to static and 
dynamic loading will be compromised. It is important to ensure good flexural stiffness 
of the board assembly and understand how different material and dimensional 
parameters of the board assembly affect interconnection stresses. Variation in the 
solder material modulus also generates similar changes in the mechanical responses to 
both loading conditions, such as interconnection stress increases with material 
modulus, indicating that an understanding of solder material properties is crucial to 


















This investigation focused on the mechanical responses of PCB assemblies arising 
from static and dynamic bending. Package strains were examined and correlated with 
PCB strains to understand how the degree of differential flexing varies with board 
location. Static bend tests were performed on board assemblies with different PCB 
thicknesses to evaluate the effects of component dimensions on mechanical response. 
In-situ resistance monitoring of critical interconnections is useful to determine the 
condition during dynamic loading that will initiate interconnection failures. 
 
As differential flexing is one of the primary causes of interconnection failure, it is 
important to understand how a difference in the flexure between the package and the 
PCB at various board locations affects the interconnection stresses induced under static 
and dynamic loading. Based on the package and PCB strain responses, the package is 
observed to flex in tandem with the PCB at the package central region while 
differential flexing is more significant along the short-side of the package periphery. 
This situation is attributed to the sudden decrease in effective flexural stiffness near the 
package periphery as the package is no longer contributing to the flexural stiffness of 
the PCB in this region. In addition, there are insufficient interconnections available 
along the short-side package periphery to bind the package rigidly to the deformed 
PCB. These factors give rise to a localized differential flexing between the PCB and 
package, which induces severe stresses in the solder interconnections. 
 
Static and dynamic finite element (FE) models were established and the predictions 






profiles. These validated FE models were then employed to analyze longitudinal strain 
and interconnection stress distribution patterns to identify and explain critical locations 
in a board assembly. Although the boundary and loading conditions differ greatly 
between static bend tests and dynamic drop tests, the surface and interfacial strain and 
interconnection stress distributions along the package periphery exhibit a certain 
degree of similarity. Large PCB interfacial strains are induced at the critical 
interconnection and this is the primary cause of interconnection failures. Interfacial 
strain mismatch between the PCB and package interfaces with interconnections is a 
strong function of the interconnection stresses induced. 
 
An in-depth parametric study on static three-point bend tests and dynamic drop tests 
was carried out to investigate the static and dynamic responses of solder 
interconnections with regard to variation in geometrical and material parameters. 
Dynamic board responses were found to be highly dependent on the board deflection 
induced by inertial loading. Variations in dimensional and material parameters of the 
package have less significant effects on dynamic PCB responses. However, an increase 
in package thickness is found to have a detrimental effect on the solder interconnection 
responses. Inertial forces arising from acceleration have negligible effect on the 
interconnection stresses, hence heavy packages do not significantly induce direct 
inertial loading on the interconnections. However, heavy packages will indirectly 
impose severe loading on the interconnections when greater board deflection are 
induced and subsequently increases flexural loading on these solder interconnections. 
 
From the parametric studies, design optimization is possible based on an understanding 






stress, dynamic board deflection and dimensional and material parameters. A thick 
package induces high interconnection stresses. Reduction in the interconnection stress 
can be achieved if the thickness and stiffness of the component are reduced. However, 
the resulting flexural resistance to static and dynamic loading will be compromised. 
The type of solder material used should have a low material modulus for improved 
reliability under flexural loads. It is important to ensure high flexural rigidity of the 
board assembly and minimal interconnection stresses by adopting an optimal 
combination of material and dimensional parameters.  
 
Any discrepancies between simulation and experimental responses can be attributed to 
the assumed material model applied in the simulation models. Inconsistent strength in 
solder interconnection may also contribute to the different failure distribution observed 
during actual drop tests. To attain more realistic simulated responses, dynamic material 
properties should be incorporated in the material models; however, the availability of 
dynamic material properties is limited at the moment. In-depth study of solder 
interconnection reliability may be performed by correlating induced board responses to 
the drop life of package. Based on the correlated responses, a drop life prediction 
model can be established to address the reliability of similar packages. 
 
The experimental findings presented and simulation results from the parametric studies 
can be utilised by designers of electronic packaging to improve the mechanical 
reliability of solder interconnections. Consequently, design optimization of electronic 
packaging assemblies can be established to improve the physical robustness of 
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Figure A2: Lansmont drop tester. Figure A1: Instron machine. 













































Figure A4: Four-point bend test. 
Figure A5: Board-level drop test. 
























































Figure A7: Accelerometer. 
Figure A8: Strain datalogger. 






APPENDIX B GRAPHICAL PLOTS OF  
    EXPERIMENTAL    











































Figure B1: Graph of load against centre deflection for three-point bend test 
(LGA test board). 
Figure B2: Graph of PCB corner strain against centre deflection for three-
























































Figure B3: Graph of package corner strain against centre deflection for 
three-point bend test (LGA test board). 
Figure B4: Graph of package long-side strain against centre deflection for 
























































Figure B5: Graph of load against deflection for four-point bend test 
(TFBGA test board – 1.25mm). 
Figure B6: Graph of load against deflection for four-point bend test 
























































Figure B7: Graph of PCB corner strain against deflection for four-
point bend test (TFBGA test board – 1.25mm). 
Figure B8: Graph of PCB corner strain against deflection for four-
























































Figure B9: Graph of PCB corner strain against deflection for four-
point bend test (TFBGA test board – 1.25mm). 
Figure B10: Graph of PCB corner strain against deflection for 
























































Figure B11: Graph of package long-side strain against deflection for 
four-point bend test (TFBGA test board – 1.25mm). 
Figure B12: Graph of package long-side strain against deflection for 
























































Figure B13: Graph of PCB corner strain against time for 
dynamic drop test (LGA test board). 
Figure B14: Graph of package corner strain against time for 













(I) Derivation of Equivalent Width in Composite Area 
 
Bending theory must be adapted to the equivalent cross-section by ensuring that the 










One requirement is that when package is replaced by PCB, all fibres at the same depth 
suffer the same strain (ε). Let PCBσ  and packageσ  acts on an elemental area 














Let b and d be the original and equivalent width of package respectively. 
 
 
( ) ( )PCB packageE E







Original Section Equivalent Section 











Moments produced about neutral axis by the forces ( )package b yσ δ  and ( )PCB d yσ δ  












 (II) Three-point Bending 
 











At the loading region (x =       ) for three-point bend test, the maximum board 





where ∆ y = the board deflection induced (m) 
 P = the applied load (N) 
 E = the material modulus (Pa) 
I  =  the moment of inertia about the neutral axis (m4) 
L = the support span (m) 
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where Mx =  the positive bending moment due to external loads (N.m) 
 σxx  =  the bending stress developed (Pa) 
 c =  the distance above the neutral axis (m) 
 







Since bending moment at point of load [23] is            , the corresponding bending 












Since the support span (L) and intended deflection (∆ ymax) at loaded region are 

























ε ∆= − --------  C.9 
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